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WEEKLY NEWSPAPER.

THE

Fanltars.

REV. GEO. H. THAYER, of Bourbon,

Ind., says: “Both myself and wife owe our llvea to

VfEYBK, BROUWER A

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

CO., Dealers in all hiloh's ConsumptionCure." Sold by D. B.
kinds of Fnrnitnre.Cnrtains,
Wall Paper, Xeengs.
Carpets, Coffins,Picture Frames, etc. : River st.
YOU
miserableby Indigestion,
Constipation, Dizziness, Loss of Appetite, Yellow
Qaasral Ssalsrt.
skin? Bhlloh’sVitalizerls a positive cure. Sold
XT AN PUTTEN G„ A SONS., General Dealers by D. R. Meeugs.

ivi

HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN.
OFFICE: VAN LANDEGEND’8 BLOCK.

ARE

V

In Dry Goods, Groceries,Crockery, Hats
and Caps, Flour, Provisions,etc. ; River street.

WILLIAM II. ROGERS.

MADB

WHY WILL YOU

cough when Shiloh’s Care
give immediate relief. Price 10 cts. 50 cts.
and $1. Sold by D. R. Meengs.
will

Editor and Publlther.

HoUli.

SHILOH’S CATARRH REMEDY-a positive
Mrs. J. Meyers A Sons, ProTerms of Subscription:
\J prietors.The only first-classHotel in the euro for Catarrh, Diphtheriaand Canker Mouth.
$1.60 per year if paid in advance;$1,76 if city. Is located in the business center of the town, Sold by D. R. Meengs.
and has one of the largestand best sample rooms
paid at three month*, and $2.00 if
" HACKMETACK.”a lastingand fragrant perin the State. Free bus in connection with the Hotel. Holland,
KMy fume. Price 25 and 50 cents. Sold by D. R,
paid at six months.
Meengs.
/-'iiTY

HOTEL.

Mich.

TJHCENIX HOTEL.

Ryder A Coffee, proprietors.
SHILOH’S CURE WILL Immediately relieve
Locatednear the Chi. A W. Mich. R’y depot,
Promptly aflO Neatly Eiecntefl. has good facilities for tho traveling public,and its Croup, Whooping cough and Bronchitis.Sold by
table is nnsurpassed.Free Hack for accommoda- D. R. Meengs.
tion of gnests. Holland, Mich.

IT

JOB PRIHT1MG

TERMS OP ADVERTISING:

r

FOR DYSPEPSIA and Liver Complaint,you
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,)75 cents for OCOTT’ HOTEL. W. P. Scott, proprietor. have a printedguarantee on every bottle of
This hotel is locatedon the cor. of Ninth and Shiloh’s Vitalizer. It never falls to cure. Sold by
firstInsertion,and 25 cents for each subsequent
Fish sirs. Terms, $1.35 per day. Good accom- D. R. Meengs.
insertionfor any period under three mouths.
modations can always be relied on. Holland,
| 3 M. 1 6 m. I 1 T.
A NASAL INJECTOR free with each bottle of
8-ly
Shiloh's CatarrhRemedy. Price 50 cents. Sold
850 5 00 | 8 00
1 Square .................
by D. R. Meengs.
Livirr ud Bill SUblis.
•* .................. 500 8 00 |10 00

O

Mich.

2
3

“

10 00 1 17
17 00 | 25
25 00 40
40 00 j 66

8 00

................

Column ................. 10 00

>4

17 00
................. 25 00

1 “

60
00
00
00

Yearly advertisers have, the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
$2.00 per annum,

lines,

Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths publishedwhitout charge for subscribers.
All advertising bills collectable quarterly.

An X before the Subscriber’s name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription.
Two XX signifies that

nPUTQ

no paper will be continued after date.

D A DffD may

file at Geo.
Co’s NewsSpruce St.), where

be found on

InlQ rArUiap. Rowell &

paper AdvertisingBureau (10
advertising contracts may be made

NEW

for it in

YORK.

JXOONE H„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office
1J andbarnonMarket street. Everythingfirst-

Old BerkshireMills,
Dalton, Mass., April

class.

27,

1882.

)

j

Mr. Peter Lawler has been a resident of
j., Livery and Boarding
stable.Fine rigs and good horses can al- this towh for the past seventeen years, and
ways be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott’s in our employ for fifteen, and in all these
33-tf
years he has been a good and respected
VTIBBELINK,J. H., Livery and Sale Stable; citizen of the town and community. He
iX Ninih street, near Market.
has bad some chronic disease to our knowlXiat Market!.
edge for most of the time, but now claims
ITUITE.J.. Dealer in all kinds of meats and to be, and is, in apparent good health.
JY vegetables; Meal Market on 8th street.
Chas. O. Browns, Pres’tt
[The wonderfulcase referredto above
\7AN DER HAAR, H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper is published *in another column and will
prove of great value to thousands of our
and twine; 8th street.
readers.— Ed.1

TTAVERKATK,G.

Hotel.
Jll

V

Masafactoriei,Xilli, Shops, Ite.

OAUBLS, VAN PUTTEN A CO.,

I

of Piugger Hills; Steam
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.

$oads.

(

A Card.

Proprietors

Saw and Flour

To all who are suffering from the errors
and indiscretionsof youth, nervous weak-

\TAN
Taking Effect, Sunday June

TOWNS.

m.

p.m.

a.

m.

800

a.

Ml 1 45 .New Richmond.

1

50

Bangor.

D

5 15

2 55 7 15 4

11 57 11 55 12 35 ..Gd. Junction.. 2 15 5 52 3
.....

P., Juatice of the Peace and
Notary Public. Conveyancing done at abort
notice. Office Zeeland, Michigan. 9-ly

...

2 00 5 20 3

320

3 15 2 20 .Benton Harbor.12 50

2

.

When

Read the Faet.

a.m.

m.

QCH1PHORST, L.

O

Physician

and

Real Estate Sale!

Surgeon;

at the drug store of SchepersA Schiphorst; is prepared at all times, day or night, to
attend to "calls.”
office

owned by the estate of
A. T. Stewart, deceased, is offered for
The

real estate

‘for this

Is

a

drowsinessis

boon whioh must not be

tampered with and put

off, for if

compelled

to wait, it is never so perfect and restful as
if

taken in its

own

The right side

natural time aod way.

is the best to sleep on, ex-

cept in special cases of disease, and the
position should be nearly horizontal.Finally,

the evening meal should be com-

posed of food most easily digested and
assimilated,so that the stomach will have
little hard

work to do.

A

heavy, rich

dinner taken in the evening is one of the
things that

murder sleep. Late suppers

with exciting foods and stimulating driuks

make really restorative sleep next to impossible.Narcotics are to be avoided,
save as used in cases of disease by competent physicians. The proper time, according to Dr. Corning, to treat sleeplessness is in the day-time,and it

must be

treated by a wise and temperate method of
living rather than by medicines. This is
good common sense, ssys the Nero York
Star, from which paper we copy, and

on

hygienic grounds they laugh at the adits

keep awake,

doubtless a vast deal of the debility, nervous derangement,and the insanity of our

time would be proveotedby more good,
restful natural sleep.
(official.)

Board of Education'
Holland, Mich., Juno

18,

1883.

Board met pursuaut to adjournment and
was called to order by President pro-tern
Harrington.
Members present: E. J Harrington,
W. H. Beach, G. J. Kolleu, P. H. McBride
and T. J. Boggs.
Mr. McLaughlin, agent for Sheldon &
, publishers, was introduced and in a
few remarks recommendedthe following
text books for use in the Public Schools :
Science of Government, Elements of Geometry, Rhetoric and Composition,History of Composition,and Natural Phylosopny.— The matter was laid on the (able
for future action of the Board.
Additional applications from three

Co.

boys are advised not to smoko

vice, and speak of

592.

time by special ef-

at the regular

sleep. Sleep

Boys’ Smoking.

Station

28-ly

call.1883.

p.m.

t9 10

5 50 ....Chicago..... 9 00

m.

T.

comes

forts to

givers as old fogies.

But careful experiments, lately made hy a

Wm. Vorst, the Tailor, has removed his physician of repute, prove that tho pracbusiness to No. 13 River street,formerly
OE8T, R. B., Physician and Surgeon, can bo
tice is very injurious.He took for his
IJ found in his office, on River street,next door occupiedby Zahn the harness maker. I
43
purpose thirty-eight boys, from 9 to 15,
will
make
new
clothes
to
order,
repair
old
toD. R. Meengs,drug store.
clothes,
and
renovate
and
clean
clothes,
who had been in the habit of smoking,
55
\T REMERS, It., Physician and Surgeon. Hesi- making them appear like new. Give me
and examined them closely. In twentylY dence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market a
35
W. VORST.
street. Office at the drug store of Kremers
Holland, June 5,
18- seven he found obvious hurtful effects;
Bangs. Office hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m., and
20
from 5 to 6
50-ly
twenty-two having various disordersof

3 10 6 00 3 45 ..New Buffalo.. 11 40 1 10 i 10

m.

INMAN,
City.

,

the advance guard of healthy, restorative

Physicians.

2 15 3 30 2 30 ...St. Joseph...12 40 8 10 2 15

7 30

York

it

3 05 7 30 4 53

10 55 10 00 11 35 East Saugatuck

12 20 12 35 12 55

m.

oTEGENUA, A.

REV. JOSEPH

New

D,

NO.

,

supremacyafterward. Another point if,
never to thwart the drowsy impulse when

Council.

Hollaid, Mich.. June IB, 1883.
The Common Council met In regular session
and was called to order by the Mayor.
Members present: Mayor Beach, Aldermen
Harrington,Williams, Benkema, Kramer, Workman, Nyland, and the Clerk.
Minutesof the last two meetingswere read and
approved.
i rnrnoNS and accounts.
The following bill was presented for payment:
W. 8. Woodruff, building sidewalks ........$10 00
—Allowedand a warrant ordered Issued on the
city treasurer for the amount.
HI POSTS OP 8TAMDIN0 OOVMTTII8.
The Committee on Poor reported presenting tho
semi-monthlyreport of the Director of the Poor
and said committee, recommending $29.80 for the
support of the poor, for the two weeks ending
July 4tb, 1883— Approved and warrants ordered Issued on the City Tres sorer for the severalamounts.
Aid. Kramer appearedand took his seat.
COMMUNICATIONS PBOM CITT OPPICBRS.
The City Treasurerreportedfor the month of
May 1883.— Asceptedand ordered placed on file.
The Clerk presentedthe followingbids to do
the city teamingfor the ensuing year, to-wlt: P.
Konlng,$2.75 per day ; G. Van Kerkfort, $2.75 per
day. and 25 cents per load.— Contractswarded to
G. van Kerkfort.
Tho Clerk reported the purchase of s surveyor’s
transit, a 100 feet chain and leveling rod from Mr.
O. Breyman, he being the lowest bidder, for $168.75, and the issuing of s warrant on the city treasurer in payment thereof.— Filed.
Aid Boyd appeared and took his test.
MOTIOMS AND RKSOLUTIONS.
By Aid. Boyd—
Resolved, That the motion for the city surveyor
to make a profile to correspondwith report of R.
Foster, be and the same is hereby rescinded.
—Adopted.
By Aid. Harrington—
Resolved, That the city surveyormake a new
survev of Ninth street, to correspondas near as
practicablewith the original profile, In regard to
the establishingof water courses.— Adopted.
By Aid. Beukcma—
Resolved, That the city clerk advertise in tho
Holland City News and Grand Haven HeraUl,
for bids for erecting a brick building after plans
now In the clerk's office, and for a brick veneered
building of tho size and style of brick building.—
Adopted.
Council adjourned until Tuesday 7:30 p. m.
June 26, 1883.
GEO. H. S1PP, Citu Clerk.

free of charge. This great remedy was
discovered by a missionary in South
America. Send a self uddressed envelope
to the

Notary Fnhlici.

Mix- Nl’t
Mail.
ed. Exp.

10t30 9 20 1 1 15 ....Holland ..... 3 25

11 05 10

v

to Holland.

Nl’t MixMail.
Exp. ed.
o.

P. U. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
V
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Cor10th and River streets.

From Chicago

From Holland
to Chicago.

p.m. a. m.

XXTILMS,

1883.

10,

RAALTE, B. dealer in Farm Implements ness, early decay, loss of manhood, &c.,
and Machinery,cor. River and Ninth Street.
I will send a recipe that will cure you,

V

Chicago & Wont Michigan Railway.

WHOLE

.

Superintendentsand one teacher were
read.

The followingteacherswere engaged

the ensuing year, subject to their acceptance,and the salaries of each was
fixed at the sum set opposite their names:
Geo. P. Hummer, Superintendent,salary
the circulation and digestion, palpitation $900; Miss Nellie Wakker, $350; Mrs. 8.
of the heart, and more or less craving for J. Higgins, $325; Miss E. C. Allen, |275;
strong drink; twelve of the boys were fre-

m.

for

Miss Christina Pfanstieh),$275; Miss E. A.
Dutton, $275; Miss Nellie Zwemer, $275;*
Miss Anna Breyman, $275; Miss A. Cunningham, $275; Miss Helena Pfanstiehl,

Vf ANTING, A. G., Physician and Surgeon; sale. It comprises the store building on quently troubled with bleeding at the
ifl office at GraafrchapVillage,Allegan connty, River street, two houses and lots and a lot nose; ten had disturbed sleep; twelve had
GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
Mich. Office hours from 12 to 2 p.m. 26-ly.
on Market street, in the city of Holland.
$325; Miss Sara Ledeboer,$275; Maud
Also a house and lot in Grand Rapids, slight ulceration of the mucous membrane
From Grd. Rapids
From Holland to
Photographer.
Zwemer,
$825.
to
Holland.
Grand Rapids.
Mich. This property must be sold by of the mouth, which disappeared after disThe following bills were allowed:
a. m. a. m. p.m.
a m. a.m. p. m.
July
1st.
For
farther
information,
apply
TTIGGIN8, B. P. the leading Photographer.Galcontinuation of tobacco for ten or twelve
a.

p.

p.

m.

a.

p.

XX

+5 25 8 15 3 25 ...Holland ..... 11 05 9 10 10 15
5 38 8 40 3 35 ....Zeeland ..... 10
6 02 9 35 3 52

620 10 15

4

..

52’

40 10 05

'8

Hudson ville... 10 30 7 40 9 37

05 ....Orandvllle...10 15 7 10 9 20

Watches and Jewelry.

YUAN, OTTO W’atchmaker,Jeweler, and
dealer in Fancy Goods; Corner of Market
and Eighth Street.
1> RE

O

6 35 10 40 4 20 ..Grand Rapids.. 10 00 6 35 t9 00
a.

m.

a.

m.

p.

m.

a.

to
_

m.

a.

XX7YKHUY8EN,

m. p.m.

Tv

H., dealer in Watches. Clocks,
Jewelry and Spectacles, cor. Ninth and

Cedar streets. Holland,

MUSKEGON BRANCH.
From Holland

to

lery opposite this office.

Mich.

to-lj.

From Muskegon

Muskegon.

to

Holland-

$0rirtu0.

J. C.

POST,

days. The physician treated them all for U. Torso, labor ............................28 60
Holland, June 14,
19-2w
Ivlson. Hlukcnmn &CoM books .............17 56
weakness and nervousness, though with W. II. Rogers,prlntint.....................13 40
little avail, until they had relinquished
H. Toren was engaged as Janitor,under
jpiwtifigumtta.
smoking, when health and strength were the same conditions as last year, salary
$400 for 12 months.
speedily restored.Even if it be granted
Board adjourned.
that smoking is not harmful to adults,
Mortgage Sale.
T. J. BOGGS, Ssc'v,
p\EFAULT having been made in the condition there is no doubt of its harmtulnessto the
xJ of payment of a mortgage from Lammert
The striking portraitof Johu Brown in
Terbeek and Anna Terbeek hie wife, to John C. young. Dr. Ranking, Dr. Richardson,
Post, dated September Twenty sixth. 1881, and and others, who have made a specialstudy the July Century, and "Recollections of

1883.

Am

recordedon September Twenty-eighth,1881, In
Liber V of mortgages, on page 605, In the Regis5
ter’s office of Ottawa County, (and which mortgage was afterwards and on November Fourth,
I. 0. of o. F.
6 20
11 30 ...West Olive... 3 05
A. D. 1881, duly assignedby said John C. Post,
Holland City Lodge, No. 192. IndependentOrder
by assignmentIn writing, to Jan Trimpe, and
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
....Bushkill ....
which assignmentwas duly recordedin the office
FellowsHall, Holland, Mich., onTuesdayEvening of the Register of Deeds, of OtUwn Countv. in
of each week
11 40
6 35
Liber 26 ot mortgages, on page 41. on March
Visitingbrothers arecordlallylnviled
.
Seventh, A. D. 1883); And, whereas, Three Hun7 00 4 15 12 00 ..Grand Haven.. 2 40 1 12 9 00
M. Harrington, N.G.
dred and SixteenDoilars and Twenty-fivecents,
William Baumuartil, K. 8.
are now claimed to be due on said mortgage, and

a.

p.m. p.m. pm.
m.
45 3 25 11 05 ....Holland. ... 3 25 1 55 9 50

m.

p.

m.

a.

7 10 4 20 12 05 ...Ferrysburg... 2 90

1

07 8 50

no proceedings at law or in equity having been instituted to recoverany part or said sum dne;
7 40 4 50 12 36
i Therefore, notice is hereby given that said mortp.m. p. m. p.m.
u. p.m. p. m.
ARBuuLARJommanicatlon of Unity Lodge gage will be foreclosedby a sale at public vendne
No. 1B1.F. & A. M..willbe held at Masonic Hal) of the mortgagedpromises, or so much thereof as
ALLEGAN BRANCH.
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening,July is necessary to pay the sum dne on said mortgage,
From Holland
From Allegan to 18,at7o’clock, sharp.
with interestand costs, on the
Allegan.
Holland.
O. Briyman,W.M.
Second day of July, A. D. 1883,
D.L.
Boyd.Sm’v.
a.m. p. m.
at one o’clock in the afternoon of said day, at the
a. m. p. m.
11 05 8 00
8 25
8 20
front door of the Ottawa County Court House, at
Grand Haven, Michigan. The premisesdescribed
10
45
2
15
8 49
9 10
in said mortgage and to be sold being the West
Half of lot Fifteen (15) in block Twenty-six(26),
10 30
1 55
9 35
4 00
City of Holland, Michigan; And also, all those
parte of lots One and Two and the East one-half
10 15 1 25
10 15 4 15
of lot Three (8) In block Twenty-six(26) City of
Produce, Etc.
Holland, Michigan, which lie South of the right of
9 50 12 80
10 50 4 40
(Correctedevery Friday by E. J. Harrington.) way of the "Grand Haven Railroad’’ branch of
a. m. p.m.
the Chicago and West Michigan RailroadComp. m. p.m.
Apples,V bushel ................. $ 75
1 00
pany's line, said railroad having formerlybeen
Beans, f bushel ...............
1 40
known as the Michigan Lake Shore Railroad.
* Mixed trains.
Butter, lb ....................
16
•J. C. POST,
t Runs daily,all other trains dally except Sun- Eggs, 9 dozen..., ..........
16
Honey, $ lb ......................
15 As executor of the estateof Jan Trimpe,deceased.
day. All trains run by Detroit time.
... Muskegon...

200 12

8

8

F. & A. X.

15

to
_

(8m Parkris.

@
&
@

@
@
a

Onions, ^ bushels ..........

30®

Potatoes, $H><ishel...:.........

business $iwcton}

Dated March 26,

40
35

1883.

USTOTICIE.

Srain, Feed, Etc.

Buckwheat,

bushel ........... ..
Bran, & 100 lbs .....................
D., Claim Agent, Attorney and Barley, f 100 lb ....................
Clover seed, lb ..................
Notary Public; Rivorstreet.
Corn Meal 19 100 lbs ........ ........
shelled $ .bushel ............
YfOBRIDE,* CARROLL, Attorneys at Law, Corn,
Flour, flbrl ........................
Leppig’s Block, Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Business In Kent, Ottawa and Allegan Connties Fine Corn Meal ffi UK) lbs ... _____
Feed, W ton ......................
will be promptly attended
9-ly
VI 00 1b ......... ..............
Hay, ton .......................
Goanliiloa Kerohaat.
Middling, * 100 lb ...............
11 bushel ......................
T)EACH,W. II. Commission Merchant, and Oats,
Pearl Barley, f 100 1b.. .............
dealer in Grain, Floor and Produce. HighRye
$1 bush ....... ...............
est market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
Timothy Seed. V bushel ..........
store cor Eighth A Fish streets,Holland, Mich. 17
Wheat, white V bushel .............

TTOWARD,M.
lx

'

. JL
'

to.

65
80
1 20
i 6 50
1 25
50
. 500

red “

..........

Lancaster Red, fl bushel.

XJ

and Frank B. Sanborn’s "Coma Radical Abolitionist” on the
indeedjs not confined to
foregoing,
lend unusual interest to the
which grown persona are better able to
number.
Both
articles contain new and
manage. Where boys drink to excess,
important
information.
This portrait
they are almost invariablysmokers,and
ocation of an appetite for liquor, which, Brown;

ments of
the young, but

overfond of shows John Brown in the prime of life before he grew bis patriarchalbeard; it is afspirits who is not addicted to tobacco.
Men who want to give up drinking usually ter Woodman's painting, and is engraved
it

is very rare to

have

to give up

find a

man

smoking

at the

same time;

I

am now prepared

to

furnish all kinds of

notes which are printed in

to control.

specially noteworthy. -Henry

question of chief importance to whose critical essay In tho- June Century
most people In these overwrought,wake- was a surprise to those who supposed his
ful days. Ahd nights is how to get good chief strength lay in the direction of novel
simple hints which
the

first

lar

time

may

be of volue. In

place, people should have a regufor

going

to sleep, and it

can well be

should

writing— shows even higher critical ability

and raciness as an essaylU

ied by a full -page portrait.

"Striking Oil,” by E. V. Smalley, a
People who sleep at any time, according profusely illustratedarticle, is a graphic
to convenience, get less benefitfrom their and masterly description of the oil regions

vous excitabilityand derangement;the re-

The

regular hour, and

Dittolntion Notice.

in a study of

"Anthony Trollope,”which is accompan-

after sunset.

and

FOR SALE.

James—

The

and Ornamental Trees, sleep than others ; getting sleep becomes and the oil trade, in
HEDGE PLANTS, VINES, SHRUBS,
more difficult; there is a tendency to ner- picturesque phases.

18-6w.

"Open Letters"

The literary features of the number are

Hints on’ Bleep-

Fruit

FLOWERS. ETC., ETC.,

and

of the same number.

the lowest prices. I purchase my stock of re- pair of the system does not equal the
liable Nnrsery men and guarantee satisfaction.
Trees delivered free at any Railroad Station in waste. The more finely organized people
this and adjoining connties.Orders by mall will
are, the greater the difficulty
the
receive prompt attention. A share of yonr patrondanger from this cause.
first thing
age is respectfullysolicited.
FRED. L. SOUTER,
Holland. Mich. in order to sleep well is to go to bed at a

.

by Cole. The widow of John Brown,

for they say that a cigar or a pipe gen- John G. Whittier,have expressed their
satisfaction with the origins! portrait in
erally excites a desire for liquor very hard

at

u.
..

premature virility, and physicaldegrada- of the skirmish at Harper's Ferry aod extion. One of the worst effects is the prov- presses the Southern attitude toward

be as soon as

“

T\OB8BURG, J. O.

Dealer in Drags and Medlclnes.Palnts and Oils, Brashes, Ac. Physicians prescriptionscarefullypnt up. Eighth 8L

To Fruit Growers & Farmers.

45

D

Onfi and Kediolnei.

of the subject,all agree in declaring that John Brown’s Raid,” by ex-Congressman
Boteler, of Virginia, who was a spectator
it causes in them impairment of growth,

sleep enough. Dr. Corning drops a few

(Correctedevery Friday by W. H. Beach.)
Attoraeyi.

E. J. HarriiiEUtn, mcrcliamlise ............. $ 4 20

Attorney.

make

It as early as pos.

“Topics of

the

all

their practicaland

Time” discusses "College

Presidents and the Power of Appointment"

“The Real Basis of Party Harmony," and

"The Greatest Need of the Working
Classes." Among the "Open Letters" is
an important"Study of Sea sickness” by
Dr. Geo.

T.

Stevens;

aod

"Bric-a-Brac,1’

contains a variety of amusing verse.

Bible. The next thing is to exclude all

Atbr'b Sarsaparilla operatesradically
hereby given that the co-partner- worry and excitingsubjects of thought
Two dwelling houses, near the corner of
If EBNG8, D. R., Drugstore. Fins Drugs, Medin ship heretofore existing between Cornelias
upon and through the blood, and is a safe,
from
the
mind
some
time
before
retiring:
iVl iclnee, Fancy Goods, Toilet Artldes and 12th and River Streets.Enquire of Evert Blom and William Porter is this day dissolved by
reliable, and absolute cure for the various
Perfumeries. River street.
mutnol consent. All bills for or agnlnst the bustThe body and mind must be let down from diseases,complaints, and disorders dne to
Takken, Douglas, or Isaac Fairbanks,of oe(.w„,b.^b,CW™(UBS..
T7AN PUTTBN, Wm. , Dealer in Drags, Medi- this city.
the high-pressure strain before going to debility,or to any constitutionaltaint or
WILLIAM FORTBfe.
ciass,Paints,Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
Hollan d, M ich.. May 28, 1888.
W.VA»Dn*B*a«’sFa»ilyMsdIcines;Bi
verSt.
Wouxn, Mich., June 5,
IMw bed, so that nature can aasert bar rightful infection.
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an alarm, when he was also on the 14th Inst , the jnry in the star-route
persons were instantly conspiracycase
3d that they had
agreed uptta a verd tof not guilty as to all
y, Dorsey and Peek.
the defendants,B
tb of the Bffrne
•b

attempted to talc *J

lin{$,

Ky., recently,

r

ang, we:

ADDITIONAL NEWS.
The

failureof

NGE.

McGeoch, Everingham
Pa,, Assassin*

Chicafp, was a h

ed, the friendsof the ‘v
ports inflated. It
the whileT Five pal
eury befoae an
•1,050,
e
e first Bhdjdng
#750.010,
ne for acquittal.
for coftviotlon and
orniqg o_
sel for the Government stated that the dfher vqlvesaloss
indictments against Brady will be pressed divided between them.

The virdlct was* res
defendants applau
lots w&e taken by t
ment was reached,

's

<

_____

at

d to fenter a plea of dfiilty of th
of yAghn Hilton, anaitbe com
sentenced themfco imprisonmentfor life ....
A tabular stateAaron Harris a colored boy who murdered
a white peddler at Enterprise, Miss., was
A comparative statement has been ment of the actual losses involved
in the failure now stands os follows:
taken from jail by a mob and lynched. He
THE EAST.
confessed his guilt.
A 0. Jordan died near prepared by the Treasury Department Sunk in the deal—
Peter McGeoch ........................
#1,050,000
showing the revenues of the Government
The Rev. Minot J. Savage, of Bos- Chattanooga, Team, at the age of 107. .Ex-Rapid Wells Jr...v.,................. 750,000
Gov. Charles J. Jenkins, of Georgiiyis dead. for the first eleven months of the fiscal years
tW|,’ President' of tlie tnitaiijkn Association
................. 800, (n*
The Mormon missionaries’ tvho liave 1^62 and TSsa If IS as follows: For the ‘PerrrMc^och
of the United States, has declared his abanDaniel Wells Jr ........ ..............fioo.'iod
eleven months ending May 31, 1882, irom
donment of the belief in a personal God, and been proselytingfor some time in the vicin- customs, $202,880,089; internal revenue,
Total McGeoch and Wells ....... .... .3,410,090.
finds his conception of the Supreme Being ity. of Rutherford. N. C., made themselves $138,322,582; miscellaneous,$W, 342,682 FerOther failures—
In nature and natural laws.
very much dis.ikedonaccount of the shame- tile eleven months ending May 31, 1883, from
J. M. Ball ..... .......
........... 190,000
.. Reading, Pa., has thirty-five build- less manner in which they practiced bap- customs, $102,932,300?internalrevenue,
Ellis A Llghtner ...................
... /o.ooo
$138,710,993;
miscellaneous,'
336,72$,
054.
tism. The Adamite appearance of the conHolley & Allen ........................
50,000
ing associations,five of which are in a desThis
shows
a
decrease
in
receipts
for
the
verts aroused the indignation of the people
Tabor A* Wilson ....................... 40.000
perate financial condition, and one has who gathered to witness the ceremony,and present fiscal year tjo June 1 of $7,173,940.
M B. Crafts A Co .....................
30.000
Miscellaneous, total .......... ........ 50,000
held no meeting for several months. The at its conclusion the Mormons were notified For the first quarter of the present fiscal
Directors of three others some time ago to quit the neighborhoodon pain of sum- year the receipts were about #5,000,000 in
Grand total ......................... *3,730,000
came to the conclusionthat there was some- mary justice. The libidinous Elders excess of the receipts for the corresnonding
period
of
the
year
1881.
There
has
took
the
hint
and
left
for
Utah....
The
recent heavy rains throughout
thing rotten in the management, and an exhaustive investigation was ordered. The Solomon Hewett and William Hardee, col- been a gradual reductionsince that time, Illinois, Missouri, and other sectionsof the
climax came last week, when a wartant was ored. were hanged in the jail-yardut Con- however, which it is estimated will amount West, have caused wide-spread damage to
sworn out againstOsmund Goier, the Secre- wayboro, S. C.. for the murder of Jeremiah to nearly #10,010,000by the end of the
present tiscnlyear ____ The dispositionof the crops, bridges, railway tracks and other
tary of tho three associations, charging him Stalvey,an old merchant, hist October.
property.The great volumes of water that
with having embesried some $25,01X1.He Jordon Corbin, a negro murdererand would- prisoners which Gen. Crook brought back fell nave swollen tbe Western rivers, and
with
him
to
Arizona
is likely to be a knotty
be
ravisher,
was
inken
from
the
Coosa
was arrested and held to bail in $5,100. His
problem. It is desirableto remove them so the Mississippi, at this writing,is on a boom,
books are reported to be in a terrible condi- county (Ala ) jail and hanged to a tree.
of a flood second only tta
far from the border as to prevent a repeti- with ii.dications
tion.... At Mystic Bridge, Ot, during the
An editor at Dadeville,Ga., named

,

THE NEWS CONDENSED.

.

.

*

House
when the evening mail arrived He remained for some time talking to several
was itandlng in front of the Jenningw

.

.

men, and was apparently in a fine humor,,

......

as hh waa laughing and conversing in a free-

and-easy manner. Then he started down to
offlee Nutt

:

—

ceremonies of the dedication of the soldiers'
a salute was fired in honor of the

Carter,forgot the Lyttonian aphorism, “the

Governor. Two companies of G. A.

pen

It

•chanced to be passing at the time, and several of the men were seriously injured by

discharge of coarse powder....
James Nutt, son of Capt A. CX Nutt, slain by
II. L Dukos last Christinasday, shot and
dent
killed his father’s murderer at Uniontown,

the

Pa

the other day, putting four bullets into
Duxe’s body, two after he had fallen to the
ground. Young Nutt killed Dukes with the
revolver his father carried on the day he
was murdered. .
,

A sensation has l>een created at Baltimore by Rabbi lilienthalmarrying Miss
Lotta Galloway, whom he recently converted
to Judaism. Ihe ceremony was pertormed
in Washington,as none of the Baltimore
rabbis would ofliciate for certainreasons.
Miss Galloway's sister will take steps to
annul the marriage, and intimates that she
possessesevidence damaging to Lilienthal's

of the female college in Mansfield,La,

was shot and

killed by the Rev. Ben T.
Jenkins. Jr, who was ordained to the ministry about a year ago. It is alleged that
the reverend President had ruined a young
lady friend of the Jenkins family.

POLITICAL.

as prisoners,and held to strict accountability for their crimes. He also calls attention
to the argument that peace can never be
establishedon the border so long as hostlles
are permitted after each horrible atrocity to

surrender to the nearest agency and be
thereaftermaintained at the public expense
.Judge William Lily died at Washington
the other day of rheumatism of the heart
.

Mr. Henry Wattebson recounts a
Samuel J. Tilden at Grey
latter is described as being in

visit to ex-Gox.

stone The

exceUent health, active and enduring, with

an

intellect unclouded

and a wit

ns
keen as it was years ago, while he is as
much interestedin the events of the day as

.

.

The President and the Secretary

of

the Treasury have formulateda scheme by

which the number of internal-revenue disthe United States will be reduced
from 126 to ninety-sixwithout in the least
impairing the efficiency of the service.
The plan will go into effect as soon after
July 1 as the Collectorsof the consolidated
districtshave perfectednew bond*. It is
expected that the scheme will effect a considerablesaving ____ The District Grand Jury
has returned a fresh indictment against
Thomas J. Brady for frauds in connection
tricts in

ever he was. Lest all this should cause
anxiety among (umpiring politicians,Mr.
The examiner of the books of the Watterson gives it as his opinion, based upon
with his host, that there is no
bankrupt AugustinianSociety, of Law- conversation
power upon earth that could induce Mr.
rence, Mass. , publishes a statement showing Tilden to again become a candidatefor tho
that since 1681 the deposits and other re- Presidency.
ceipts of the concern aggregated$634,950,
The Greenback party of Ohio held n with the star-routecontracts.
but he can throw no light on now the money
State Convention on the 13th inst , at ColumGENERAL.
was squandered... .The Seventy-firstNew
•
York regiment, while encamped near bus, adopting a platform and nominating
Orders have Been sent to the Arch
Peekskill, was highly incensed by the sermon candidates for State offices,to be voted for
of a Methodist minister denouncing the in October. Charles Jenkins, of Mahoning Bishops of the Catholic church in the United
militia and urging parents to keep county, heads the ticket as the candidate States to appear at Rome in September,
close watch on their daughters
either personally or by proper representafor Governor.
character.

—

A blind pool in petroleum, with a capital of
$15,000,100, has been discovered by u Philadelphia journal, the pilot being a hanker of
Pittsburgh.The figures at which to unload
are $1.50 per barrel
. .Up to June this year
9,942,810tons of anthracite coal has been
•mined, exceeding the output for the same
period last year by 1,&*7,!h3 tons.
.

.

The Governor of Pennsylvaniahas
signed the bill abolishingthe contract sys-

The colored Republican club

of

Washington serenaded8. W. Dorsey. AcTHE WEST.
knowledging the compliment, Mr. Dorsey
Agent Wilcox has been requested thanked the members of the club for their

by a council of Indians residing on the Ban

courage in paying such an honor to one
whom the Government had been bending
all its power to ruin, and compared the
thorities at Washingtonthe inexpediency of
trial just closed to the impeaenmentof
returning the renegade Chiricahuas to the
Warren Hastings.Mr. Dorsey has written
reservation,as it is only a question of time
extremely causticletter to the Secretary
when they will ’ again take the an
war-path, an event for which the of the Republican National Committee, in
which his past sendees to the party and
entire tribe would be held responsible in
Carlos reservation to represent to the au-

a

greater or lesser degree The punishishment of the otfending bucks is urged ____
The Harper High-License bill passed both
houses tot the Illinois Legislature,received
the executive signature,and is now a law of
the State It impo'e* an annual tax of #500
upon retailers of spirituousliquors and 9150
upon venders of beer.

A

day of wild excitement wan wit-

nessed on the Chicago Board of Trade last

week. We

quote from the Tribune: ‘•Some-

A telegram from Seneca, Kan.,
says: “News in regard to the rain-storm is Regg.
“Yes, but I could not help it,” was Nutts
coming in. All the big streams in the county only reply.
The officer took his prisonerto jail. Dukes
are overfiowed,and there is scarcely a
bridge but what is damaged or carried was carried to that same old room at f ie
away. At Bakcrsford, Thomas Akins and Jennings House in which he murdered Capt
family attempted to leave their home, Nutt, and which he had continued to occupy
which was threatened with destruction by ever since. Coroner Sturgeon soon arrived
water, and take Mr. Borari,wife and chil- and took charge of the body. He then imdren along. There were eight hi the wagon, paneled a jury, but it was decided to
which was caught in the current of Turkey postpone the examination of witnesses until
Creek and upset Seven of the party were to-moirow morning. One witness, howdrowned, Mrs. Borari alone escaping. She ever, was examined, and that one was Officer
lodged in a tree, but was rescued foui teen Regg. who detailedwhat he had seem The
hours afterward. Her baby was washed jury then examined the body. Dukes' coat
was first taken off. The pockets contained
from her arms and drowned."
some papers, which were not touched In
The people of Steubenville, Ohio, the back were four bullet holes. The holes
were treated to a genuine tornado the other

in the vest corresponded to those in the coat.

day. It came boundingover the hills near
the town, cutting a swath about 300 yards

A dirk knife was found hanging to the suspender button on the left side, where he
could grasp it in an instant, and in his right
hip pocket was found the very identical
revolver with which he shot Capt Nutt.
The dirk knife was ready for a close encounter, and the revolver for long range.
Many thought that the revolverused by*
Nutt was the same one his father had at the
time Dukes killed him, but it was not It
was a Colt S'J-caliber,and not so large as
the one his father had at the time ot his
death. All these things were taken by the
Coroner.
On a later examination of the wounds it
was found that only three of the balls had
penetrated the body. They are so close together that a ring four inches in diameter
would cover them all Two of them wentclear through Lie body. They were pulled
out and the holes probed. It was found
that the two bullets passed to the right of
and very near the heart The third hole

wide, and destroying everything in its path.
The old homestead of the “Fighting McCook s'1 was wrecked beyond recognition.
The Clinton paper-mills were muchydamaged. As the storm approached the river

the scene was fearfully grand The
air was filled with boards, houghs and
debris of all kind*, whirling and
flying around an invisible center. As
soon as the furiously-revolving
wind

,

1

|

1

reached the river’s edge it seized the water
in its relentlessgrasp, whirling it into a
spout at least 10.> feet high. '1 his phenomenal exhibitionswayed and whirled across
the river, and broke on the West Virginia
shore. The storm lasted about fifteen min-'
tives, to receive instructionsrelativeto the utes, and in that time inflicteddamage to
plenary council to be held subsequently in the extent of #80, 060.... Agent Wilcox, at
New York for the purpose of reorganizing San Carlos reservation, enters an earnest
the church here and framing new articles of protest against receiving 500 Indian
discipline.
prisoners from Gen. Crook, and preIn the section of country comprising diets results of the most appalling nature from the enforcement of the
the Indian Territory,Kansas, Nebraska and scheme. SecretaryTeller has instructedthe
Dakota, the cost of the star mail service for agent to refuse to receive the hostiles....
the year ending June, 1882, was #595,082, Bither, J. L Case’s driver, has resigned, owthe mileage being i', 803, 078. The cost of the ing to his employer’scensure because he
servicefor the year ending June, 1883, was permitted turfmen to time the trotter Jay#395.066. and the mileage 7,509,707,showing Eye-See at Cleveland.Budd Doble has telethat there has been a reduction in the cost graphed Case that he can drive Jay-Eye-See
of the servicethe last year of about $110,- and heat any home in the world. .. .James
000, while the mileage has increased nearly W. Sheahan, who founded the Chicago
Times, and who hiis been the leading
1,000,002
1

j

|

i

tem in penal and reformatoryinstitutions
of the State.

the reward he has received are
alluded to with bitterness ____

1

;

,

;

|

The business failures during
seven days ending June

16,

the

as reported to R.

The IllinoisDemocraticState Central Com- G. Dun A Co., numbered 186, as against 173
mittee recently in session at Springfield, the preceding week. Of these the New
authorizedthe Hon. John H. Oberly its England Suites contributed24; Middle
Chaim .n, to appoint a committee of four States. 26; Western, 53; Southern, 85; Pacific States, 18; New York city, 11: and
to act in conjunction with himself and Mr.
Goudy, the member for Illinois of the Na- Canada,
•
tional Committee,to secure the selectionof
Heavy
rains in Central Illinois, in
Chicago as the place to hold the next NaKansas, in portions of most of the Western
tional DemocraticConvention.
The ProhibitionConvention of Ohio, States and in Fenusyivuna, have done im-

19.

4

.

his face, and died almost instantly.
A number of persons rushed up the steps
when Dukes fell. Policeman Regg ran forward and caught Nutt, who made no reris ance. “Here, take this." he said t j the officer, handing over his revolver.
“You have done a bad piece of work,” said

tion of their recent raids and escapes, while that of forty years ago.
at the same time it would be folly to place
them in the neighborhood of hitherto-peace-

mightiw than the sword." and underable Indians wnom they might corrupt to
took to fight an enemy with a pistol instead
their own loose ideas on the value of life and
of a quill The consequencewas that Car- property.At this crisis SecretaryTeller
ter was slain, while his adversary escaped has come before the public in a
without a scratch ... .J. Lane Borden Presi- letter, advising that the Indians be treated
is

mail

.As he approached) the po=topened Are upon him and shot
him twice in the back, Dukes then made a
wild run for his life, hotly pursued by Nutt,
who fired three more shots, two of which
took effect The fifth bullet struck the fleeing man on the left ankle as he was going
up the postofflee steps. He fell forward oa

get his

.

monument,

[Telegramfrom Uniontown, Pa.]

James Nutt, son of the late Capt A. C.
Nutt, shot and killed N. L. Dukes, his father's ipurderer at <7f30 this evening. Dukes

.

.

Du^t

ghfure.

.

.

Son.

etiitorialwriter

Tribune for

on the

many

Chicago

years, died

in
that city last week, after a lingering illness.
He literallyworked himself to death. . .Tho
.

bursting of the reservoir ot a mining
company at Smartsv.lle.Cal,, is said to have
raised the waters in the center of Yuba
river 100 feet, and caused a lo s of *75.t(XX
....Near Ravenna, Mo, three men were
killed and two injured by lightning. They
had taken shelter in a barn during a s orm.

In the House of Commons, Northmoved that

cote, the Conservative leader,

was then

probed,

and the

ball was

found lodged in the muscular tissuesof the
heart This ball passed through the lungs
first and then into the heart it is thougnt
that any one of the balls would have caused
death.
Dukes was dressed in anew suit of dark
clothes, single-brea-'ted coat and soft black
hut He carried a light rattan cane. Hi»
collar was a high one, around which wa$
tied a narrow black cravat His body will
be lelt in the room at the Jeim ngs House
until afeer the inquest The barbers are
now at work laying him out When he fell,
his loreheadstruck the ground wi h greatforce and made an ugly wound. Before the
Coroner left, a friend of Dukes entered
the room and said that Miss Mary Bee^r*
wanted Dukes’ keys, to which he replied
“No one but his mother can have tnem.”'
Miss Beeson lives close to the Jennings
House, and it has been reported that they
have been engaged some time. He visited
her daily. Duke* was about 33, years old..
He wa* a graduate of PrincetonCollege,
was admitted to the bar in 1876, and by his
ability hud built up a fine practice He was
a successfulcandidate lor the Legislatureux
tue full electionof 1882.
James Nutt was taken to the jail by Officer
Re/g, and surrenderedinto ihe hands of
:

mense damage to the growing crops, espe- John Bright’s utterances at Binningh.m,
thing dropped on ’Change yesterday.The in session at Columbus,nominated a ticket
bottom fell out of the lard deal The ex- as follow's: Governor, Ferdinand Schu- cially wheat. Several hundred head of cat- wherein he censures the Tory-Irish albance
tle have been drow ned by the sudden rise against the G ivcrnment be dr claied a breach
citement which reigned intense during
several weeks, latterly convulsing the macher, Summit county; Lieutenant-Gov- in the rivers, bridges have been swept away, of privilege.Bright answered that he ought
commercial world with grave charges ernor, H. T. Ogden, Hamilton countv; Su- and railroad travel— particularlyover the to nave been more careful, hut maintained Baenff Hoover, who immediately locked
him up behind tbe huge iron bars. When
mgsinst manufactiu ers and strong fears of a preme Judge (short term), Z. C. f*ayne, Chicago and Alton, the Rock Island and the that the cc.ion of the Iri. h and ConservaDukes shot Capt Nutt ho was treated to the
collapse, culmina.ed in a season of agony Franklin county; Supreme Judge (long Central Pacific—has been much interrupted. tives to ham. er, irritateand destroy the
not paralleled in this market since lf>7i term), D. C. Montgomery, Knox county; The fanners are much disheartened ut the Ministry was' an innovation.Bright was best room in the Sheriff's mansion, and had
Lard had weakened so badly Fridav as to Clerk of the Supreme Court, J. H. Beach continued frequent rains. Their losses will willingto withdraw and apologize tor the the run of the house, but this poor boy, who
discourageholders, and their inability to Ford, Preble county; Attorney General, undoubtedlybe great
word rebel, as applied to the Irish if the was driven by madness and dally aggravacontinue yesterday caused a further drop of J. W. Rosenborough, Fulton county; Auditor
members would disavow* connectionwith tion to do what he did, is not shown the
FOREIGN.
hi phtest favor. He is not qui:e ‘JO years of
2 cents per pound from the inside price* of of State, Gersham Lease, Hardin county;
plotters in America. Thomas Power O’ConIn the course of a speech before an nor referred to Bright’s “vain old age,” age, and has alwavs been considered quiet
the previous night. McGeooh. Everingham Treasurerof State, V. M. Whiling, Huron
& Co., the pa. ties at the head of the county; State Commissioner of School*,H. audience of 20,000 people at Birmingham, whi h drew protest* from the Ho.ise, and and inoffensiveIt Is said, however, that he
longs, are understood to have “owned" A Thompson, Franklin county; Member of England, John Bright said the large surplus Gl: d«tcne thought Bright'sexplanation was had been practicing With a revolver for
fully 400,000 tierces, and the panic which en- Board o r Public Works, G. C. Cruzen, Harsatisfactory,and that he had not been some timj past.
revenue of the United States would prove the
, Last December, Dukes, who had been ensued while this found its wav into other din county.
guilty of a breach of privilege.
death of the protectionpoliev of this country,
gaged to Miss Lizzie Nutt, daughter of the
hands caused the throwing on tue market of
Ex-Senator Conkling is alleged to and predicted that the next Pres.dentialeleccashierof the State treasury,>\rote several
fully as much more, bes de large Quantities
infamous letters to her father, que tiohingof pork, meat? and groin. The starm car- meditate the writing of a history of recent tion would be fought upon the tariff issue. .
THE MARKET.
her chastity. At the same time he a*ke<i
rifa down several other firms in the mael- political events, in order to be on even The explosion of the magazineat Scutari,
Capt. Nutt to come to his room On Sunstrom, and undoubtedlymade it difficult terms with his old antagonist, ex-Senator mention of which has been heretoforemade,
NEW
YORK.
was caused by lightning. One hundred and
dae. Dec. 21, just about churrh time, the
for many others to avoid commercialship- B.aine.
Beeves ...........................
# 5.50 <*? fl.75
fifty persons were killed and fifty-three Hoas .....................
f .itherwent to the 100m of the iraducer of .
wreck. 'The direct losses sustained have
7.lo vt 7.5J
WASHINGTON.
wounded. Two hundred barrel* of gun- Flour— Superfine ................3.45 ^ 4. to
his daughter to settle the affair quietly.
been footed up at about 92,300, 0,0. of which
Arguments in the star-route trial at powder and 6,000 cartridgeswere destroyed Wheat— No. 1 White ............. 1.14'aitS 1.15
While in the room an altercation took place.
nearly $2,u00.u0is supposed t > fall to the
No. 2 Red ............... 1.19M'f*1.20
Dukes drew his revolver and shot Nutt dead.
accaunt of the leading firm. How much of Washington were brought to • close, and ____ Reports prevailin 1 ai is that American
officer? have asked leave to serve in the Corn— No. 2 ....................... 65 <0
The prominenceof the parties created great
this loss is borne by their customers in city
Judge Wylie delivered his charge to the Chinese navy in case of war with France.
OATS-No. 2 ....................... 51 (g .51 ‘3 excitement, and the interest continued all
and country cannot be told now. but there
PORK-Mess ......................19.00 ($19.25
Is no room to doubt that the torna- jury on the 12th inst It was an exhaustive
The trial of the dynamite cortspiracy Lard ..............................11 14$ .11)4 turou.h the subsequenttrial It was fully
expectedthat the jury would return a verdo has carried desolationinto many review of the questions at issue, and case in London rc*ultedin the conviction of
CHICAGO.
dict of guilty of murder in the first degree,
a bonk account East as well as West”.... was attentively listened to. On the folBeeves— Good to Fancy Steers. 5.S5 <$5.90
Cows and Heifers ...... 4.75 ifS s.oo
as the testimony was strongly against him,
Gross care eosnesson the part of the prop- lowing morning a disgraceful spectacle Dr. Gallagher,Wilson, Whitehead and CurMedium to Fair ........ 5.40 45 6. no
lut a verdict of acquittal was announced.
erty-manat the Opera Hone In Denver is was w itnessedin the court-room.The jury, tin, wRo were sentencedto penal servitude
Hons .............................0.25 <21 0.90
Even the presiding Judge expressed asthe exj lunation made of the allegedattempt having been out all night, were brought for life, and in the acquitai of Bernard GalFlour— Fancy White Winter Ex. 0.00 (5 0.25
tonishment? ’*
to poison Mod esk a. A \ial of phosphorus into court to receive instructionson points lagher
Ansburgh.
trial
Good to Choice Spr’g Ex. 5.25 <0 5.IW
The indignmt citizensof Uniontown paand sweet oil, used by Lawren e Barrett in of law*. What followed is thus described
very brief
During Wheat— No. 2 Sprint? ...........um'ori* l.o.i
.raded the s reels with effigies of DukeH and
playing Hamlet, w:is handed the actress to by a Washingtoncorrespondent:
“Crane, the its progress. Counsel for one of the accused
No. 2 Red Winter .......l.W'mjp 1.1294
the jurymen. An indignation meeting was
serve as a sleeping potion in lender- foreman of the jury, and the brains of it, said that “it was a matter of common Corn— No. 2 ....................... 5514(15 .55)3
ing Juliet On removing the cork, entered, looking somewhat jaded from a knowledge that plots existed in America for Oats— No. 2 ....................... 3..V5 .39« held, and Dukes was ordered to leave town.
the liquid took lire, and the vial night’s confinementin a hot room. There the manufactureof dynamite for use against Rye— No 2 ........................ 00 <$ .cu!4 He s;ole away at midnight,riding to the
79 ® .8"
home of his mother in M.Clellandtown,
but
was handed over to the manager.... came directly after him a short, dumpy, England, almost with the connivance of tho Barley-No.2 ....................
0011 after returned. He bad been frequentThe ne**/ time-tablethat went into effect on fluffy-faced man with puffed-up checks and American Government”
Lord Butter— Choice Creamery ....... .20 <$ .21
Fresh ...................... 15 Hitt .l'*
hr warned to leave, but persistently rethe Union Pacific railroad last week re- a big brown mustache.His eyes rolled wildly Chief Justice,rebuking the counsellor, Egos—
PORK-Mess ...................... 1R.25S18.50
“only
our Laud .............................. ll!4tt .11 )$ fused. His friends had often advised h
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war entered the Peruvian navy.
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Justices of the Peace, act defining duties of in
certain cases.
Jurors, peremptory chaUenges Of in criminal
cases.
a. / | /
Jurors, petit, In Upper Peninsula,act for

WORK OF THE LES1SUTUBE,
A

List of the Lairs Enacted at the Late
,

>

Session.

‘Jurisdictionof Circuit ConrtSjactamended.
Jurors, peremptory challengesof, In criminal
and civil cases.
Justices of the Peace, courts held by, act

“Following Is .a list of the public laws
passed by the Michigan Legislatureduring amended.
Justices' Courts, act amended.
its session which ended June (J. A large
Knights of Macca)>ees, act amended.
number of local acts, which possessno gen- Knights of Labor, incorporation of order

THE STAR-ROUTE TRIALS.

CROOK’S VICTORY.

DEAD BODIES 1H HEAPS,

What the Prosecutions Have Cost Appalling Carnage in a Man-Trap A Modest Dispatch from the General
Announcing His Success.
the Government
at Sunderland, England.
<

!
, -

-7,
onto

tary Martin.

the Death of Nearly

-

of.

Children.

200

-

Law partners
partners of
of prosecuting
prosecutingattorneys
attorneyspropro- j The
AmJ firHt tar
began one year
•dpl interest, are omitted from the list:
hibited from acting in defence when prosecuting atfo Thnr day, says a dispatch from »asn- geeneg During the Frightful CPUSh
Appropriations
for repair of soldiers’ monu- attorney for
1 intrton.
ington. It
It lasted three months and one day.
Which Killed the UnlortLands ot heirs of deceased persons, notice of
ment at Detroit.
The
second
trial began Dec.
1681 From
Appropriations
for salariesof Circuit Judges. title to.
*

complaint.

£-

Dorsey Writes a Letter to Secre- A Panic in a Public Hall Becults in Tho March to the Stronghold of the

1

.

Chiricahnaain the Sierra Madrei.
m I
Excellent Work Done by the Apache
.

Scoots Under Capt. Crawford.

i

4,
Under date of Silver Creek, Arizona,Gen.
unates.
LeaseholdInterest in lands, manner of selling the date of tho beginning of the preparation
Appropriations
for School for the Blind. __
Crook furnishes the following brief and
• Appropriations
for purchaseof books lor State on execution providedfor.
modest account of his successful campaign
Learning, incorporation of Institutionsof, act the Government has been engaged quite two
[Cable Dispatch from London.]
Appropriations
for supportof insane soldiers. amended.
. : years. Further proceedings,civil and crimAbout
200 children were crushed to death against the Apache hostllea:
Appropriations
for overdrafts at State House
I left here May 1 with 198 Apache scouts
“ml’an'e,
b00ra""1 1 Inal, already beg, .a, axe lively to laat much in Sunderland, County Durham, the evening
of
,
under Crawford and Wood Mackey, with
Appropriations
for salary of AuditorGeneral.
Lion on public buildings, for wages earned ! longer.
of the Itith. An entertainment had been given
Chaffee’s company of forty-two mep of the
Appropriations
for State Public School.
Appropriations for Eastern Asylum, additional * LaESd industrhdstatistics, act providing! The trial just closed, to lay nothing of tho at Victoria Hall by a conjurer.There was Sixth cavalry* and rations for two months
one before it, which was of remarkable an audience of several thousand, consisting on mules. We followed the hostile ChtracajPow^r boiler.
I.aljorers, act to protect rights of.
Appropriations
for Pioneer Society 1833-4.
duration, is said to have been the longest almost wholly of youngsters. After the huasto a country of indescribable roughMarriage, act relative to, amended.
Appropriations for Reform School.
nes& A number of mules lost their footing,
jury-trial on record. It was also one of the
Mining,
smelting
and
manufacturing
comAppropriations
for Normal School.
performance, and when the body of the hall stepping from the trail,fell down the precmost expensive.The cost to the GovernAppropriations
for penciling, etc., at Michigan panies, act amended.
Mutual benefit associations,covenantof Mich- i ment and the defendantshas been very had been cleared, about 1,200 children came ipices end were killed. The stronghold of
Asylum.
igan and Illinois consolidated.
Appropriations for University.
rushing down from the gallery. The door tno Chiricahuas was in the very heart of the
; heavy. The array of legal ability, as to
Mineral statistics, act amended.
Appropriations for relief ot hre sufferers, act
numbers at least, has been great On at the top of the first ilight of stairs opened Sierra Madres. The positionis finely
Money and valuable property of unknown . the side of tho Government, beside, at
watered, and has a dense growth ot timber
, _ „
only twenty Inches— merely enough to allow
deceasedpersons, act for disposal of.
Appropriations
for AirriculturalCollege.
and plenty of gra*a They bad been
times,
the
full
force
of
the
Department
of
one
person
to
pass
at
a
tim*
While
the
Materialsfurnished for public buildings, act
Appropriations for State Industrial Home for
camped for months near tne head of
Justice,
with
the
Attorney
General
at
the
little ones were hurryingout one lost his
to secure payment for.
Bavfapo, occupyingprominent elevated
head,
threb.
special
attorneys,
and
freMining and manufacturing companies, act
Appropriations
for Deaf and Dnmb Institufooting,fell, and was unable to rise. Those
peaks affording a fine lookout for mileK
! quently more, with a corps of expert deamended.
, ,
following were tripped. Then the children
Appropriations for Internal improvement Masters, apprentices and servants, act teotives,postoihee agents, inspectors and dashed forward pell-mell. Those in front rendering a surprise almost impossible,and
making their retreats secure through the
amended.
Hands tor tho State road in Leelanaw county.
nenneu.
, 1 other servants have been employed. Inwere being suffocated and trampled
upon rough adjacent canyon* Capt Crawford,
— .
Appropriations
for swamp laud to improve InMichigatt in thelV^r, act for publicationof , deei^ the whole machinery of the Governthose in the rear became frenzied, and with the Indian scouts, early on the morndian
.
pushed forward with the energy of despair, ing of May 1.) surprisedtho village of Chata,
Appropriationsfor Board of I'ish Commisecu non, uuu irequcuuym
wag appalling. Ail efforts to
* T »
The amounts paid to special attorneys are
mad rush were iruitless.Many of the chief who leu the reoetitraid into AriOffice, removal from, act amended.
Appropriationsto pave Cooper street,Jackzona and New Mexica The fight lasted all
given
below. To
gross sum should be | the
Office, removals from, act amended.
e ------------- this
-—
the vlcttmH
victims had their
their clothing
clothing torn from
•DOJI*
ProsecutingAttorney Wayne county, act to added the cost of securing the attendance, th,.ir bodies. The ages of the children day, and the village was wiped out The
Appropriations
for State House of Correction.
done cannot he estimated.A numAppropriations
for publication of proceedings provide for assistant amended.
of
ot witnesses.
witnesses, Generally
uenerauy they
wiey were
nwv from
uuui a
« ran}fe(i from 4 to 14 years. They lay seven damage
ber of dead bodies were found, but tho InPublic instruction,act amended.
of Superintendentof
,
great distance and their number was about or ^bt deep on tho stairway. The number
describable roughnessof the country prePoor persons, aqt relative to the support of,
Appropriations
for agiicultural and horticultThi otinjmed is estimated
_______
_
amended.
vented a count being made. The entire
aral reports, publication of.
will be in the neighborhood of $200,000. The
The
excitement
in
the
town
was
intense,
Protectionof human life on railaoad trains,
Approuriationslor Blind School.
total cost to the Gi^erniuent, since tho pros- Great crowds rushed to the scene, until :.0,- camp, with the stock and everything belongAct relative to compensation of Prosecuting ael amended.
ing to it was captured It was learned troia
Public instruction and primary schools, act ecution began to the present time, will not 000 personssurrounded the hall. The author- the prisoners that the Chiricahuaswere unanAttorneys, etc.
fall
short
of
$rX);),000.
Arenac county organized.
amended.
imous for peace and had already sent two
Irosecnting Attorneys, etc., act rclativeto comAsylums, act for regulati*n of. amended.
messengers to try to reach Nan (Wins. On
pensation of amended,
Assault with intent to do bodily Injure.
the 17th they began to surrender.They
Public instruction and primary schools, act
Administrators
and exeento s, sale of real cssaid their people were much frightenedby
state lor distribution,amended.
Assessmentof property ami collectionof taxes,
our sudden appe arnne e in their faatne. ses and
___
__________
___
were
then
ad“
•«**<*
act
act amended.
had roitt red like quail. They asked me to
Vv::/!. ".;!?' _______
o«.i„ nf n^miod i the cost to tho defendants has not been ns
to
identify
the
rmnai
mitted to identify the remains. Mother! utIVrisbabieproperty, act for sale of amended.
Actions of tort, commencementof.
remain until they could gather all the hands
preat
as
to
the
Government,
it
has
has
come
tered pircelng brinks, and many fainted
Poor persons, act relative to support of,
Agiicultural College. Q. M. General to deposit
near enough to it to cause a heavy and con- on discovering tho bodies of their little tbgether,when they would go bark to tho
anus, etc., with.
amended.
reservation. By tho terms of the treaty my
stant draught on tho pockets of those who
Pistols toy, act to prevent sale and use of.
Assault upon females,punishment for, proones.
operationswere limited to the time of the
Public health, act to promote.
had pockets with something in them.
vided.
The janitor says the tcene behind the gal- tight, and I told the Chiricahuas to gather
Quarter jiosts and section corners, act relative
Benzie county detached from Nineteenth ami
The following are the payments made by lery door was t'enriul Some children were
attached to Twenty-eighth Judicial•circuit
to.
the Government to special attorneys to the liked upright in a heap, and were actually up their women and children without delay.
Quartermaster General, to deposit arms, etc., dates specifiedThe statement will throw
Tney answered that they could fiot get them
Bridges owned by count if i, actftt) preventfa-t
gasping for hneath, so great was the pressAgricultural College.
to respond to signals, the fugitivesfearing
driving over.
light on tho general question of cost of this
ure of the crowd behind. When the disaster
River improvement companies,reports from,
Bonds, defects in, act amended.
they might he set by our Apache scouts to
trial:
occurred the janitor and 8oyc;ralothers were
Branding and mark ng live stock, net to pro- act to provide for.
entrap them,
told us they
BLISS.
Railroad trains, act for punishment for getting
hastily summoned. The bystanders went to
-vide for.
had
white hoy, who was In the
Nov. 10, 1881 ...... $ 2,500 Oct 20, 1882 ...... 5,000
Biidges over- railroad tracks, height of, act on when in motion.
work ‘immediatelyto give relief to the sufjumped by our scout* He
Roads, private and highways,opening and im- Jan. 14. 18H2 ...... 3,838 Nov. 16, 1882 ...... 6,103
amended.
44(1 ferers. They first sent out of the building village
April 13, 1882 ..... 5,437 Jan. 24, 1883 ..... •. 4,471
had run oft with the squaws who escaped
proving.
Base-ball clubs, incorporation providedfor.
Bjoo
, tho little ones still in the hall, thus averting
and who had not yet been heard from. They
Rivers, act for formation of corporations to May 3, 1882 ....... 378 March 22, 1883....
Compilationof general laws by Howell legal—
a further crush. Those who went to tho
May 31, 1882 ......
assured me every one of the hand should
improve, amended.
ized.
Road, State, act for laying out in Grand Oct. 14, 1882 ...... 6.224 Total ......... $46,208 rescue found tho work of removing tho come in if I would remain a short time. The
Culverts and cattle -passes,persons owning
BREWSTEB
heap of bruised, crus-hed nn.l suffocated terms of the treaty emhai rawed me grcaMy,
laud on opposite sides of road authorized to con- Traversecounty.
children practiRoad, State, act for laying out in Leelanaw Nov. 10, 1881 ....... $2, 500. Jan. 4, 1882 ........2,500 bodies no easy task,
struct.
and, being in that rough region and rations
cally uninjured wore rescued from the pile.
countv.
Clubs for socialpurpose, act to provide for.
rapidly disappearing— there being between
Total
....................................
$5,000
Road. State, Little Traverse and Mackinaw,
Cities and townships, adjustment of llabillMany others were found unconscious, some 3i.O and 41U Chiricahuas to feed— I was comCOOK.
route changed.
ties.
of whom were restored.
Dec. 23, 1881 ....... $1,609 Feb. 4, 1882 ........5,250
pelled to return with tho Chlrioahua* We
Railroads, Commissioner of, act amended.
Churches, Holland and ChristianReform 'd,
An eye-witnesssays he saw lying on the lound rix Mexican captives, five women and
Road, State, in Keeweenau county, provided
act amended.
Total ...................................
$6,949 flug-stones, a shoft ‘distancefrom the bot- one child, taken In Chihuahuaearly in May.
Covenant Mutual Benefit Association of Mich- for.
tom of the sta’rs,the dead bodies of seven They are now with the command. These
GIBSON.
Railroad companies, act for incorporation of
igan and Illinois,consolidated.
Feb. 6, 1832 ..................................
$5,000 children. Many of those who came to asamended.
Courts of Chancery,net relativeto, amended.
women Bay they wore captured near : he
KEB.
sist in removing the dead and rescuing tho
Real-estate, sale of by administrator, etc., act
Corporations, proceeding by arid against, act
Mexican Central Railroad, at a place
living
were
utterly
overcome
by
the
disMarch
13.
1882....
$1,000
Dec.
15.
1882
.......
7,000
amended.
amended.
called Carmen. They further si ate
Rivers, act for Improving navigation of, June 14, 181)3 ...... 370 Dec. 18, 1882 ....... 342 tressingsight of so many dead and dying
Clerk of Supremo Court required to give
that when tho Chiricahuasdiscovered
June 16, 1882 ...... 6,200 March 22, 1883.... 5,ooo children.
amended.
bonds.
the Apache scouts were in tho country they
Real property, act relativeto title, amended.
Aug. 22, 1882 ...... 233 May 25, 1883 ...... 5,427
Con’raets, option for mining lensesand licensThe rescuers’ effort .were directed toward became greatlyalarmed, and abandoned on
Railroad companies,act to provide for incor- Sept, is; 1882 ......
es, specific performance of.
reaching these who were apparently alive. the trail tho 800 head of cattle they were
Total ...................................
$27,873
Commissionerof Mineral Statistics, a -t poration of, ameaded.
So tightiy were the victims jammed together
MERRICK.
Savingsassociations,act relativeto.
driving away from points in Western t hi¥
Supreme Court, act relative to amended.
June 12,1882 ...... $•>, 000 March 5,1883 ..... 7,500 hut it v a- regarded us dangerous to drag huahua Tno cattle were afterword picked
Churches,etc., societies for establishing prothem
out oi the helpless muss, lest the effort
Sidewalks
m
townships
and
villages,
act
for
Dec.
15,
1882
.......
15,000
April
23,
1883
.....
5,000
vided for.
up and driven off by u body of Mexican*
would result in pulling off the limbs of liv- Wo marched back os rapidly an tho condiconstruction of.
Commissioner of Railroads, act amended.
Total ...................................
$32,000 ing children,a# well ns of tho mutilated
Skatingparks or rinks, act amended.
Circuit Court, Inuhaih county, certain terms
tion of tho stock and the strengih of the
Shutes in dams for passage of fish, act Allen A. Pinkerton .........................
_ __
_____ tpro
__________
dead. They therelore
ceded _____
steadily
to be held in Lansing.
women and children would permit, and
amended.
Chancery trials, notice of in open court,
Allan A. Pinkerton .........................
and sy somatically to lilt oil the topmost found the country depopulatedfor a disSalaries of State officers, act amended.
c County jails, act relative, amended.
*a2 .ji,j few of those beneath had survived and their
t mceof 100 miles from the Apache strongSalts, inspection of. act amended.
•** Conveyances of real estate, fraudulent, pun1 Ol&l .
..... ....................... »
f\r4
) lA fli
T°tal .....................
..............
moaning and low cries of pain could he dU- j
Suits against insurancecompanies, act
ishment tor procuring and placing on record.
Grand tot’d ...........................
$125,979 tiuctlv heard, and nnnglea wi.h
of ujwnyfi
always pvcQ
lived jn
in tjj,,
the Hierru
Sierra Madres;
Madres; that
that even
even
Compensation, etc., members of Legislature ani-uded.
4
iwxvt.nvAil parents
rvaiAntu and
nnd frlAnnR
• «
.......
bereaved
friends, who wp.rn
were when the main
Trap nets, etc., act to prevent placing in rivbody went on the reservation
X* cxtr<i
To the al.ove payments others are to he
thronging
adjacent
streets.
Conveyance of lands by infants, idiots, etc., erv.
some remained behind in the mountain*
added, which will considerably increasetho
Trespass, actions of, act amended.
Mr. Fay, who gave the entertainment, Of these now out there are a number who
act amended.
Taxes on ] art-paid lands, delinquent,act for aggregate paid to the Government lawyers. was busy packing up his apparatus to deCommissionerson Claims, act relative to,
they state have never been on tho reservaDorsey has wrifen the following letter to
assessmentqf.
amended.
the newly elected Secretary of the Repub- part when a man rushed up to him and in- tion. I have strong hope* of being able to
Telei hone companies,act relativeto.
Companies,trust deposit and security, corpoformed him of the disa-tcr. Ho imme- dear the mountains of the )a*t of theve.
Trust, deposit and security companies,copo- lican National Committee;
rate rights of, act amended.
diatelyfoil dow n speechless.
Now with us arc Loco and Nana, so often
Gen. John A. Martin. Atchison, Kas.
Cities and villagesauthorizedto tike private ra'e rights of, act amended.
One man and his wile pushed their way reported killed, and tho families of other
Taxes, general law for levy and collection of
Dear Sir: At a time when I was confined in a
property for use of i ublic.
into
the
hall
in
which
lay
tho
bodies
of
the
dark room, not able to sect lie walls t ha' surroundCedar river, act appropriatingswamp land, amended.
prominentchief* I sasv no Mexican troops,
Telephone and messengg: service comi miles, ed me, I received a letter from you which I an- victims,and without hi traying any emo- and utter leaving the settlements in Northamended.
swered by dictation,as I have been obliged to do tion began to scan tho faces of the dead. east Sonora did not see a Mexican other
Comity Auditors, Wayne county act to provide act tor organization of.
i Taxation ot car-lollnlng companies,act pro- for ninny months. I supposed my answer was Recognizing one of his children the father, than the captivesrescued 1 have snob asfor Board of, amended.
Hint to you, but it turns out that the steu- pointing with his finger, exclaimed:“That's
Compulsory education of children, act to pro- i vidtng for.
surances from the Indians that (he white
ogtajdtic notes were never transcribed.I reTort, acting o.‘, act to provide for conmicne vide lor.
one.” Passing on again he recognized an- hoy will he brought hack alive that I am
gret this, for the reason that I would not wish
! ment of.
Circuit Courts in Chancery,jurisdictionof.
other, and thin a third. Staggering in a fit looking for him every moment, and will inTaxes, State and county, collectionsot in De- to feel iruiltv of discourtesy to a man who has
Census statistics, act to j ro\i le tor taking.
alv.nvs been just to me. When I was appointed of agony he cried: “My God. All my f;;m- form you by courier.
Courts held by Justices o! the Peace, act troit.
^ illnucs, incorporated, act defining powers and
Secretaryot the Republican National Com- Hy gone!" And overwhelmed with grief he
amended.
Ban* to the floor. In some homes there are
mittee, at the request of Gen. Garfield, and
Diseases dangerous to public health, notices of, dutiis of. amended.
ODD THINGS.
! Vital rtatistics, act to provide for apjiolr.t- accepted the place at the earnest solicitationof five childrendead
act amended.
Gen.
Arthur,
representing
the
Grant
side
of
i ment of Superintendent,
act amended,
Detroit House of Correction, act amended.
A lad was sittiug on the railing near Murthe House, and tne
CTyi^ A
, „
a hair suit conhct
the Hon. W. E. Chandler,repro*
repro
i Wa'er compant-.s, act amended.
Divorce, act relativeto, amended.
,,.h was______
________vender
_______
* his grief. “Why sir "said he, “I1 Redsyng
a Western
of mediM i Is, of real and personal estate,act amend- Renting Hie Blaine side, I made the same re
Ditch, State, Qutuuecussee and Cheboygan,
lie relied chiefly
chietiy upon hisha r
r, which
of Gov. McCormick, who was my predoc uwor, ^aust.
there
and when I was c,nL*a He
i cd.
act to protect
place
____
that von
von have
have made
made of
of me. II hvt
hvist
that time
time a , was in the place there, ana wnen r
.vas two
teet Irng,
lrnir> to
to advertise
advertise his
his wares,
at that
was
two feet
Detroit and Wayne county, jurors of courts of , Wills,act relative to establishing during life- that
coming
out
a
hoy
that
wan
dying
bit
my
fanciful notion that a record had been kept of
tini' of testator.
for It gave himself such an odd appearance
record in. act amended.
hands, and that’s him," he added, pointing
Deeds, fraudulent,punishment for procuring I Water-c.-urscs, etc., formation of cori>ora- the Republicanparty that showed its life and
that he drew a crowd on slgbt He became
nurposc. and that would Lave a permanent lils- to the corpse of a child lying near.
| ti ns for construct'ng and maintaining.
and placing on
, '
The scene inside the hall during the a convict in Nt. Louis, and the W»deu
' Wayne County Auditors,act providing for t >ry of its honorable existence, and what had
Defects in bonds, act amended.
trausuiredin 1850,1860,1864,1863 and 1872, uni Identification of the victims bafflesdescrip- shaved his head, In accordance with prison
j board of, amended,
Disorderly persona, act amended.
usaga He protest* d at the time, aud now
that that record belongedto the RepublicanNaWriting, act to prevent maliciousannoyance
Dentistry, n t to regulate practice of.
tion. as the faces of the dead were black and
tional Committee, and that the Secretarywas swollen from suffocation,of wntch many brings a suit for damages.
Divorce cases, evidence in, act amended.
Execution, selling leasehold interest in lands ; To provide for the relief a. irt support of Ed- t lie proper cqstodian of it., The answer received
A CHAMEUi lN GATEPOST.
died. Many lips were cracked and bleeding,
ward Murphy, n6\v ut Jackson poor-house— from Gov. McCormick was that no record had
-on, act amended.
A California paper states that a year or
id parents, rushing wildly about, would fall
l,e-n kept; t! at the bonfire of forgetf nines# was
Executionson judgments in courts of recor 1. i $300 a year.
To authorizeBoard of Control of Insan ' AsyKleciions, act to preserve purity of, amended.
Fishing apparatus, act to prevent placing in lum. at Traverse City, to place same under
scions forms to their aK’ voffly endeavor- I pear black all day, grny in the twilight
charge of homeopathic school ot medicine.
•
liv the great m w of people of intelligencein
in"- to note- any sign of life. Many poor , white during the night. On an invehtigaFishing near shutes and ladders, act to pro- 1 '1 o regulate the sale of spirituous,malt, brewed,
the North, it is believed now, and will be be- mot hers swooned away, whUe others were i tlon of the singular property of the pumt
etc., liquors,amended.
lieved
for
all
time,
that
There
is
not
a
scrap,
ti
To regulate the width of wagon-tires to lie used
Fish ' shutes, act relativeto erection of.
wild and almost violent in their hyfterical the cause was shown to exist in a new
word, a dot, or a line in any record that will
with lumber wagons.
j metal, which has been named actinium, on
amended.
Dhow
a
wrongful
act
on
the
port
of
any
person
i
To
i
rovide
for
the
completion
of
c
mnty
drains
Ferry companies,act amended.
HD peculiarly
JIUl.Ulllli1
waivuvu. It
The removal of the dead to-day occasioned no .UUUU
•ount of iu
actiniceffect*
elix'
ifc
l
with
tho
duty
of
representing
the
Re, in certain cases.
Freights on railroads,act for regulation of.
i _______ *
__
' Afottir . 4u f/nirwl
i\rnu n
’/1 11(!
renewed
lamentation and oonfusloa Many is found in zinc ores and resembles zinc.
j ublic m party during a National campaign. Mr.
To
authorize
foreign
co-opera‘ivc
corpomFire escapes from hotels, etc., providedfor.
THE WRONG GAP.
parents
rushed
through
the
police
cordon,
Oamll.T
was,
unquestionably,
the
abest
man
I
tions
or
associations
to
transact
bu.-iuoss
in
this
Females,assault upon, punishment tor.
At Waco, Texas. Fred Schenick was trying
I v ho f orved as an executive offl er of the Repuband caused a wild confusion. The weather
State.
Guardians,testamentary,act amended.
i Mak.ng an appropriation to aid in maintaining lican Nad nal Committee,belna one of the first, was warm, and the pOMsagewayvery close, to put on the end of a small pencil what
Girls’ Reform School, name changed.
if not the verv first, who was re omized as tho
fire and police department,Lansing.
Game, act for protection of amendment.
to that a short lime alter the terrible seemed to he u common musket can. It
' real head of the Republicanparty in the sphere
To providefor taxation of liquors,
Grand Army ot the RepubUc, authorized toincatastrophea horriblysickeningstench exploded ami blew off one joint of 0 thumb
assigned
him.
It
w.r.
therefore,
tnly
oroper
i To regulate taking of fish from inland lakes
and two Joints of Inn flngtr On examinacame from the main outlet
'
that
those
who
followed
him
should
l>c
C°Grand Temple of Honor, Incorporation of pro- and streams of Michigan.
One Sunday-school loses thirty scholarsby tion of the box from which it was taken, the
governed
bv
the
precedents
he
laid
down.
Mr.
Relative to process from Justices’Courts,
vided for.
catastrophe. Many of the -survivors
had innocent look ng cap* all proved to he dynailier gave uov.
.wuvuntm:* UU
me uuutinixujjiii— - •
Chandler
Gov. McCormick
no jv-vuiu.-*.
records. ( the
Highways, bridges, etc., act amended.
amended.
mite cartridges. Schenick was c erklog In
Gov.
McCormick,
in response to a letter similar their arms I token in the crush. Others are
Entitled
“of
courts
held
by
Justices
of
the
Howell compilationlegalized.
to the one you have written me, told me he had Bufferingfrom broken ribs or the mpture a hardware lioiisc.and no one wn* aware
Peace.’’
amended.
Highways, when cattle passes and culverts
|ntern&i oigan*
0igan* The hall-keeper
hall-keepersays
says the
i To regulatesale of intoxicating liquors,etc., no records to give. They were my predecessors,
off internal
the that the caps were tilled with dvnam.te.
mav oc constructedunder.
and you are my successor.I have nothingmore children not twenty yards from the door
A SHOWER OF BRIMSTONE.
Human life on railroad trains, act for better ! amended.
give to you than
they
lisd to clvc
give to me. I_
vj iu.v
..
.....
.. .....
i To authorize the sale of the Michigan Central to
The wiseacre* arc not a little puzzled over
protection of amended.
came pressing forward, unaware of the
have
a
great
mass
of papers relating to the last
! railroad,amended.
Heirs, notice of titles of lands.
tragedy, thus making matters ten times a most mysteiiou* fallot a "sulphur, ’’ which
To authorize the sale of the Southern railroad, campaign.They are chieflymade up of letters
Highways and private roads, act for opening,
covered the home and yard of Mr Abram
wor.-e than they really were.
addressed
to me and letters written by me to
amended. ..
<tc.,
, , J ,
The
staircase from the gallery was a wind- Wilson, a reputable farmer, residing four
.
otlicrs,
in
which
no
one
could
have
the
slightest
To provide for the location, erection, organHowell compilation, purchaseof provided for.
interest, except to obtain enrions information.
ing one. Both the audience and the officials miles east of WeiLburg. A match applied
Hclt, David H., act for relief of.
1 ization and managementof an asylum for in*
When I accepted the secretaryship 1 made it a were to the hall at the time of the disaster, to it caused a blue Lame, from which came
Health officers, act to prescribe duties and fix ! sane criminals.
To regulate the sale of spirituous, malt, 1 condiHon tt>»t »*.•',n venry o' money snbs-ribed and were unaware, for some time, of the ter- tho odor emitted by burning sulphur. T he
•compensation.
brewed,ft rmented and vinous liquors,amended. for political purposes should come into my rible tragedy being enacted at the door. ; same HubBtance was also discovered at other
Highways, act amended.
Act relating to co-operative corporationsor hands, and tlier.;never was a dollar of the sub- They were not informed unlil Graham, the point*— Wlttdiuy InUllujtnar.
Health, public, act to promote.
associations organized under chapter 04 of the 1 scribed funds received by me or paid out by me hall-keeper,who was strollingnear by the
Inspection of illuminating oils, act amended.
I personally.Money was used under my direcIncorporation of clubs for socialpurposes pro- compiled laws.
of the calamity, was attractedby piteBIG FIGURES.
To prevent debtors giving preferenceto tion, but all my personal expenses, and the ex- scene
vided
,
— ,
ous greans, and then gave the alarm.
Insurance companies, mutual fire, of other creditors,and to secure equal distribution of : peases of tho clerks sjrving with me, were paid
The eagernexs of the children to depart
tr >m my own pocket, amounting to something
One Scotch nobleman owns 1,300,000 acres
. „
-States, authorized to do business in Michigan.
To authorize additional clerks in the Insurance over $13,0. o. I say i ids much lest yon may think from the uail was caused by their desire to of land.
Insane asylums, act amended.
: 1 have records showing the receipts and exj endreceive
the
prizes
promised
them.
Graham
Incornoratedvillages,act defining powers and
, ,
A Philadelphia girl has collected near
| itnres of IBHU. The only records of that kind
throws the blame of the calamity upon the
To establish a State public school, amended.
•duties ttnended.
I have are the paid checks, mv own contribuAppropriation
for
the
expenses
of
State
officers
man connected with the entertainment, who 1,100, 100 stamp*
Institutions of learning, incorporation of, act
tion and my nmortunate bank book showing
and Governmentfor 1883-4.
It is said that Mr. Conk ling is now maktog
it appe its fastened the door half open, in
To providefor the disposition of certain lands chaiges of my own folly. I re/ret more than I order that the prizes might be given to the at the rate of #190,160 a year.
Insurancecompanies, manufacturers'mutual
can Left that I made it possible that such
granted
to
the
State
of
Michigan
for
railroad
ire, provided
.
.
children one at a time while leaving.
’ records should he in my hands; but they are
A Mexican lady of rank visitingin this
Incorporationof societies for establishing purposesalong the route from Grand Haven,
Queen Victoria tent a telegram to the May- country has hair seven aud a half feet long.
h*re, and 1 think It best to keen them as a reFlint and Port Hnron.
•churches, etc.
i minder of the splendid gratitudeof dishonest or of Sunderland exjrerstng her grief at the
Incorporationof Knights of Maccabees,act
The Treasury Department estimate*1 that
J power. J do not owe the Republican National disaster. The children of various Sunday,
, ,
Florence Marryat says that when Conmttee a cent of money or a grain of schools also sent' telegrams of sympathy. our exports tiffs year will amount to t’i-’O,4ii Insurance companies, life, transacting busi(XXX
Dickens was writing “David Copper* ! thankfulness.In the midst of the storm The flags were at half-mast
ness within this State, act amended.
j brought aiiont by the efforts I had nut loith
The bullion shipments from Halt Lake
Incorporatedvillages,act defining powers and field,” and at a time when its publica- I tmler its directions, and in its behalf, a
last week aggregated seventy-threecarduties of, amended.
‘
brutal
ass
mlt
was
made
upon
trie
at
the
last
PERSONS
AND
THINGS.
tion in a serial form was about half
Insurancecompanies,mutual, doing business
load*
meeting of the committee,When I was not prescompleted, an American firm procured; ent to defend myself. Not one among the forty
In this State,
The census gives the cost of 87,0(0 miles
The Prince of Wales will be 42 years old in
Institutes,teachers’,act for better support of, somebody to write a conclusion,and ; members present had tho courage or manhood
of railroadthen iu operation in the United
November.
amended.
thus put a bogus book on the market. to resent tae miserable cowardice of an amblStates as $5,fiW),C0t\0i
0.
Insurance, fire and marine, act amended.
Ick-watkb is sold on Boston streets at 1
: tions hypocrite. But never mind that, the balInsurance companies,suits against, act This version of the story married David ance sheets of Justice will some time be written cent a glas*
The Internal Revenue officers collected
;i,' v ,.•
by the hand of honor. 85 tar as you are personlast year •140,500,400, or 80 per cent, of the
Insurance by Merchants,and Manufacturers to Agnes rather abruptly. Dickens had
revenue of the Gove: umeut
Insurance
, J>
Statistics collected to Prussia show that
Jurors to lay out highways, act relative to news of this audacious piracy reached think will be useful to you, I will be gt stifled
Burdettj: savs that an Ohio man has his
selection of, amended. ^ •4 about two persons to every l.OiX) stammer.
’ respond to yoar call. Stephemw. Dorset. eye on the probable Victoriavacancy.
Judgments in courts of record, executions on. him he forthwith introduced Dora and
Phis would make about 2,5.0,100 stammerers
Jurors tfi courts of record in Detroit and made her David's wife w^th as little
* Milwaukee,
—
«- - - •- !
Paul nu Chauxu is so thoroughly tanned
Alixandeb Mitchell, of
is
In the world.
that he looks like a bronzed bust of himself.
said to be the richest man in Americacjelayas possible.
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the munificenceof sister churches of

Hoi

land, thus see themselvessecured of more

WILLIAM

H.

than a fourth of the turn needed from with-

BOQEBS, Editor.

Satubdat, June 23, 1883.

—‘—deifiere in

prompts us to express our acknowl-

out,

edgment

DRY GOODS.

In the following:

ooder U..

Hardware

GROCERIES,
NOTIONS.

and
Beeolved,That we hereby tender to Mr. act of 1081 and paid up back taxea, may recover
R.
Kanters,
and
the
other
brethren
and
Gov. Bbgol* of Michigan, in the ab^pwlaTattenU^wli?be gW«iire the settlement
friends associated with him in extending
of all such claims on reasonable terms.
sence of hia prifate eecretary,sent a comAs we have just started in business in
us their help, our heartfeltthanks;
Oommnnlcaiions either in person or by letter
municationto the Legislature containing
in
this city, we have on hand
RetUved,That we recognize in the prac- prompt . (.ended to. ai( 8CHELVK1)

the words "vetoe," “reckord,”“missen- tical sympathy, also of other sister
Holland, Michigan.
formed,” and "propperly.” But the sen- churches more remote, a ProvidentialinDated, Jane 28,
»~lf
timents were correct enough.— JIT. Y. Brin. dication to persevere in the way entered
of the best quality, and we will sell them
Drain Notioe.
upon;
at current market prices.
NOTICE la hereby given that I, Fred L. Boater,
Beeolved, That the consciousnessthat
Internal Revenue Cemmissioner EvTownship Drain Commissioner of the Township
ans last Monday removed four agents— our calamity is being overruled by God to of Holland, County of Ottawa, will on the Bth
cultivate,in a measure, among country- day of Jnly, A. D. 1883, at.the house of Jacob Van
Eldridge,of Massachusetts;Daniels, of
men and brethren, firmnessof principle Reeenmorler,In said township, at 10 o’clock in the We will pay market prices for Butter and
forenoon, meet partiesfor the purpose of lotting
‘ Ohio ; Clemens, of Illinois, and Creager, and brotherly love, is to us an incentive
contracts for the construction of a Drain In said Eggs; also will buy Grain, Potatoes,
of Michigan— and two others are said to the more to be reconciled to our lot.
township, known as Drain No. 82, of said TownSeeds, etc., etc.
ship of Holland, and described as follows: comJ. Van Doornik,
be marked for slaughter. In their places
mencing at a point 80 rods east of the west a

NEW

1883.

prices that defy competitionat

at

FRESH GOODS

R. Ranters & Sons,

.

BUTTER

he has

J.

W.WlLTBRDINK.

appointed personal friends or

Committee,

cronies.

Our parlors are open for tho public.
Ice Cream, floda Water, Lemonade and

Gov. Beoolk has appointed John W.
McGrath, of Detroit, commissionerof the

20-tf

everything in season at the

bureau of labor statistics, the salary of

which

position is $9,000 per year.

has also appointed Frank D.

Mead

The Alumni

circuit

understoodthat the Governor has

association of

Hope

Col-

lege will hold Its Annual Public Meeting
in the

insti-

College Chapel on Tuesday even-

ing, June 26th, at

tuted an inquiry as to the conduct of the
sheriff of

BAKERY.

He

court commissioner for Delta county. It
tis

CITY

Cheboygan county at the time of

cises will

8 o’clock. The

exer-

be of a popular character, and

the lynching of Till Warner, and, further- will be conducted according to the fol-

more, will

lowing program: Oration,Rev. John A.

insist on the prosecution of the

parties implicated in that affair. This

De

comes from the best of authority.

Rev. Cs.

Bpelder,Macon, Mich.; Chronicles,

Van Oostenbrugge,Stevens

Point, Wis.; Poem, Mr. Abel H. HulzenThe Calendar of Commencement week ga, New Brunswick, N. J. The poem is
at Hope College, June 20-27, 1883, is as
entitled:"Legend of Macatawa Bay.”
follows:

The people of Holland and

OALL ON

poet of section 83, town B north, of range 16 west,
and runningthence south 86 rods, thence north 86
legreeswest 58 rods, theuce south 47 degrees 35
dinuteswest 78 rods, thence west 20 rods, thence
sonth 67 degrees 80 minutes west 36 rods, thence
south 27 degreeswest 60 rods 12 links, thence
sonth 58 degrees 45 west 41 rods 4 links,thence
west on a line paralell, with and 13 feet north of
the sonth sectionline of said section 23. 97 rods
to a point where said line intersectsa small creek
or water course, thence following the channel of
said creek or water course to Black Lake, and that
I will then and there proceed to let contracts for
the constructionof the same, by sections,as I
have apportioned and divided the same, and that
snch contracts will be let to the lowest responsible bidder who will do the work according to the
specification made by me and now in my office,
within snch Ume as shall be specifiedin snch contracts. Adequate security will be required of all
contractors. The undersigned reserves the right
to reject any and all bids. Notice is also hereby
given that at the Ume and place of said lettingof
contracts, the assessmentof beirefits made by me
will be subiect to review.
Dated this 22d day of June, A. D. 1883.
FRED L. 80UTER,
Drain Commissionerof the Township of Holland.

NOTICE

hereby given, that I, Elke Van Der
the College are cordiallyinvited. Business Wall, Drain Commlwlonerof the Townshipof
Jameatown, in the County of Ottawa, will, on the
mon by Prof. Beck.
meeting of the Alumni on Wednesday 2nd day of July, A. D. 1888, at the house of H.
Monday, June 25.— Exhibitionof Pre- morning, at 0 o’clock. All the graduates, Heyboer, in said Township, at nine o'clock in the
forenoon, meet parties for the purpose of letting
paratory Department in College chapel at
who can possibly attend, are strongly contracta for the construction of a drain in said
Township, known as the Ulberg drain, commenc2:80 p.m.
urged to do so.
ing at two points: First point, 2 rods N. and
Tuesday, June 26.— Meeting of the Coun8 52 -lOOths chains E. of the N. W. corner of Bee.
John H. Kleinheksel, Jr!, Sec'y.
20T.5N.,R.13 W., and runs B. 26)4 degrees. 4
cil. At 8 o’clock p. m., Alumni Exerchains 75 links: ihence 8.1)4 degrees E., 8 67lOOths chains, thence 8. 78)4 degrees W.6 83cises.

Sunday, June 24.— BaccalaureateSer-

Church Items, with the ScttIom for
To-morrow.
First Reformed Church, (Chapel)—

la

chains, thence 8. 83 degrees W.6 27-lOOths
thence N. 77 degrees W. 6 68-100ths chains,
thence 8. 66 minutes W. 5 87-lOOths chains, there
unites with tho Kampen en Struik drain. The diRev. N. M. Steffens, Pastor. Services at mensions of the drain are as follows: Width of
bottom 2 feet, slope of each side 35 degrees, or
9 :30 a. m. , and 2 p. m. Sunday School 3 :30 .
Church.
eight inches to one foot of rise, depth as marked
T. Romkyn Beck, flee’!/ of Facult]/.
Weekly prayer meeting with the Third on profile stakes. Second commencement is at
a point 2 rods N. and 5 20-lOOths chains E. of the
Reformed Church, on Thursday, at 7 :30 N. W. corner of Section 30 of said Township, and
runs 8. 3 67-100tb8 chains, and unites with first
gather the followingfacta from the o’clock, p. m.
commencement, (this part of the drain is to be a
Reformed Church— Services at blind drain excepting 4 rods which Is on the pubcrop report, dated June 1, 1883, issued
lic highway;) and that I will then and there proPreaching by ceed to let contracts for the construction of the
from the office of the Secretary of State: 10:30 a. m., and 7 :30 p.
same by Sections as I have apportionedand di“The condition of wheat in the southern the pastor, Rev.
Walker Jones, vided
the same ; and that such contracts will be
four tiers of counties is 79 per cent, and at Morning service. Subject “Causes of let to the persons who will do the work according
to the specifications
thereof made by me and now
in the counties north of southern four tiers spiritualweakness.”In tbe evening Rev. remaining In my office, lor the least sum of
and who will give adequate security for
85 per cent, the comparison being with T.
Beck, D. D., will preach tbe money;
the performanceof the same within snch time as
conditionone year ago. These figures, Baccalaureatesermon before the graduat- shall be specified in such contracts respectively.
The undersignedreserving the right to rejectany
due allowancebeing made for the amount ing class of Hope College.
and all bide. Notice Is also hereby given that at
winter-killed,indicate a crop of about 22
Church—
D. that time and place of said lettingof contracts,
the assessment of benefits made by me will be
million bushels, or nearly 10 million bush- Broek, Pastor. Services at 9:30, a. m., subject to review.
Dated this 16th day of June, A. D. 1883.
Sunday School at 3:45.
els less than in 1882. Reports have been and 2 p.
EhKE VAN DER WALL.

Wednesday,June

At 9 o’clock a.
m. Business meeting, of Alumni; at 7:80
o’clock p. m., Commencement in Hope
27.—

lOOths
chains,

We

Hope

Thomas

Romeyn

Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at

eted by farmers during the month of
at 246 elevators

May

7:30.

Drain Commltthmerof the Tomthip

town.

of Jatnet

Morning, “The Conversion of
Notice.
Ethiopean;” Afternoon, “The Unity, XTOTICE is hereby given that as my

We also have

IN

1883.

m.

a. m.,

reported marketed is 585,640, of which

Subjects: Morning,

and 2

p.

153,001 bushels were marketed io the first at the door of His

and all scrofulous diseases,Sores, Erysipe-

in the second

tier;

HUNTLEY,

impure state of the blood. •
To cure these diseases the blood must be
purified,and restored to a healthyand natural condition.Ayeb’s Babsapabillahas
for over forty years been recognized by emL
nent medical authorities as the most powerful blood purifier in existence.It frees
the system from all foul humors, enriches
aud strengthens the blood, removes all traces
of mercurialtreatment, and proves itself a
completemaster of all scrofulous diseases.

Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T. T.

have been received, there was no wheat George, Pastor. Services

at

10^0 a.

.

year failed to grow. Wages of farm

month with
month without

hands average $19.59 per
board, and $26.95 per

board. The averages are given in

20-tf

JOHN PESSINK.

Common

of the Reformed Church, of

Ebenezer, io joint session recently, had

The

Holland City in their midst. Did that
since,

people in their

hour of need, he took pleasure, on tbe
present occasion, to inform us that his

made

public,

Common Council

reserves the right

to reject any or all bids.

By order

of the

i

Common Council.

GEO.

tbe pleasure of seeing Mr. R. Kanters of

already been

1 ii

Wk

H. 8IPP, City Clerk.

Of 111

of brethren and

*

Holland, Mich., May

stimulatesand regulatesthe action of tbe
digestive and assimilativeorgans, renews

Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Rheumaand

tic Gout, Catarrh, General Debility,

diseases arising from an impoverishedor

all

corrupted condition of the blood, and a weak-

1st, 1883.

AYER’S

is

Ague Cure
contains an Antidote for all malarial disorders which, so far as known,

ened vitality.

incomparablythe cheapest blood medi-

on account of its concentrated strength,

is used in no other
remedy. It coutains no Quinine, nor any mineral
nor deleterious substancewhatever, and conseonently produces no injuriouseffect upon the constitution.but leaves the system as healthy as it

was before the attack.

Lowell,

Mass.

Genuine Cyclone

AYE

WARRANT AYER'S AGUE CURE

to

cure every rase of Fever and Ague, Intermittent
or Chill Fever, Remittent Fever, Dumb Ague,

malaria. In case of failure,after due trial, dealers are authorized, by our circular dated July
1st, 1882, to refund the money.

Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
going onjin the stock of

Sold by all Druggists.

FROM GRMFSCHJIPTO HOLLAND!

Hand Railing, Sash,

Doors, Blinds,

Mouldings,

Brackets, etc. made and

and shop on River Street,
near the corner of Tenth Street.
Office

Holland, May

G.

27,

1888.

HI Pilll

17-tf.

k SOUS

Strawberries.

Strawberrleican be procured of me
curing inscriptionsfor the rebuilding of
either
for dally use or for canelng purEbeBezer Church and parsonage,which
poses. I will deliver the berriesanywhere
aggregate $1,171, and for tbla entire sum
responsible. That our people, through 20-2wks.

UITERWUK,

U.
Cor. of River and 14th streets.

Etc

,

in endless variety.
COR. EIGHT A FISH STREETS,
full

and complete line of

CROCKERY
always on hand.

thing that pertains to a first-class

GROCERY

Store

For the next thirty days
every person buying a pound
of

tea from our store will re

ceive a present of a Silver

Butter & Eggs always
on hand.

Have received a new stock of

KNIFE & FORK.

DRY GOODS

9

Goods delivered free
B.

NOTIONS, ETC.,

Holland, June

-‘-consistingof-*-

Dress Goods, Table Linen,
Summer Shawls, Skirts,
and Gossameres. *

Felt Hats.

of
G-rooer i es

cor.

street,

Fish.
F.

DEN UYL.

1882.
1883. 7-ly
SPRING AND SUMMER. 1883

14,

Holland. Mich.. April 21,

12 If.

Flowers, Ribbons, Dress and Trimming Silk, Satin Vel*
vets, Crape, Embroidery, Neckwear, Laces, Veiling,
Ornaments, Gossamer Circulars, Dolmans,
Jackets, Corsets, Bustles, Hoopekirts.

*

always on hand.

VAN PUTTEN A SONS.

Holland, Mich., May

WYNHOFF

GIVE ME A CALL.
Don't forget the place No. 192J Eighth

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,

8.

A fresh stock

G.

1883.

of charge,

CLOAKS & FANCY GOODS.

WHITE and
COLORED CORSETS,
BUTTONS,
SUMMER UNDERWARE, PARASOLS, Etc.

Noby Straw Goods and

Mr. Kanteri, furthermore,holds himself

the attention of

White Goods, First Ward Grocery House

HUNTLEY.

JAS.

RIBBON

JOHN PESSINK.

in the city.

call

and is preparedto serve the public with ever

A large assortment of

modeled quarters.

Skirts, Hosiery,

furnished.

of

friends, in se-

The undersigneddesires to

Dress Goods, Table Linens,

A

now to accommodate all HOSIERY,
our customers. Let every one come and
WHITE GOODS,
see us in our newly fitted up and reGLOVES.

20-tf

WYNHOFF

0.

are ready

De Hope, he has succeeded, through the

good

KANTERS & SONS.

R.

Dry Goods & Groceries,

<tr

vain. As has

by means

hand, In endless variety, and
at reasonable prices.

them

Ayer’sSarsaparilla

fin-

City of Holland, Mich., )
June 19tb, 1883. )

iog.

efforts were not put forth io

sell

he has purchased the

Stajrs,

Proposals for Bnilding an
Engine House and Common Connell Rooms.

The Consistory and tbe Building Com-

to offer his services to our

we

tho people of Hollandand vlciuityto the fact that

62. _

some weeks

Always on

Bilious Fever, aud Liver Complaint caused by

done on short notice.

age crop. The average for the State is 90. used for an Engine House and Common
Peaches promise io the central 61 per cent, Council Rooms, to be built oo tbe south
side of Eighth street, on (he cast 52 feet of
the northeastern 44 per cent, the southwestlot 5, block 35, City of Holland. Plans
ern 67 per cent, the northwestern82 per and specificationsto be seen at tbe Clerk’s
cent, and northeastern 73 per cent of an Office.
Proposals must be addressed to the
average crop. Tbe average for the State
Common Council of the City of Holland,
is
^
indorsed, “Proposalsfor BuildingEngine
House,” and be accompaniedwith the
For the HollandCWv Atoi:
names of two responsible persons as sureA Kile-stono by the Roadside.
ties, in amount equal to the coat of build-

brother feel impelled,

" Having suffered severely for some years
with Eczema,and having failed to Hud relief
from other remedies. 1 have made use, during
the past three montlui, of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, which has effected a complete cure.
1 considerit a magnificentremedy lor all
blood diseases.”

at the store of

Sealed proposals will be received bv the
Council of tbe City of Holland,
tions of the State separately. Apples until 6 o’clock p. m. Tuesday, July 3d,
promise in the southwesternand northeast- 1883. For furnishingall the labor and
ern parts of the State 92 per cent, in the materials necessary to constructand fully
complete the erection of a two-story brick
central and northwestern93 per cent, and
building with Hose Tower, and for a brick
in the southeastern 83 per cent of an aver- veneeredbuilding and Hose Tower, to be

mittee

Refrigerators, etc.

June

for |6.

ished and completed.

ery of

the

tables for the northern and southern sec-

Vapor Stoves,

Wl:

7.

Planing and Re-sawing

othy

cent of the clover seeded this

Oil &

The well-knowntcriteronthe Dotton Herald,

is

Bring in your orders for the Fourth.
number of farmers planting,112; clover Ice Cream, Oranges, Lemons, Nuts and
meadows and pastures,condition 103; tim- Cigars by the wholesale, at the City Bak-

5 per

Garden Tools,

Meeting;” Evening, “Storms.”

condition91; barley, acres sowed, 96,

and

ETC., ETC-, ETC.

<

for all

kinds of buildings

condition, 92; sorghum, acres planted, 111,

meadows and pastures, condition 99;
clover sowed this year, condition 99.
Nearly one-fourth of the corn planted,

White Wash Brushes,

wonderfulefficacy of

Dr.J.C.Ayer&Co.,

Estimates given

‘

Paint Brushes,

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,not only In the cure
of this lady, but in his own case and
many others within his knowledge.

m.,

marketed during the month. The returns and 7:30 p. m. Sunday school at 12 m.
give the following percentagesfor other Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7 :30.
crops, the comparison 4>eing with 1882: Subject, Morning, “Jesus in the Prayer
98,

Alabastine,

PBEPABED BY

vices.

corn, acres planted, 90; oats, acres sowed,

cheaper paints for barns, fences, aid outhouses.

Bold by all Dnggists; price 91, six bottles

Holland Christian Ref. Church— Sertier, and 82,108 bushels in the coonties vices at 9:30 a. m., 2 and 7:30 p. m. Tbe
north of the southern four tiers. At 27 Rev. J. Riemersma will conduct the ser-

from which reports

used according to directions. We also have

jy All persons Interestedare invited
to call on Mrs. O’Brian; also upon tho
Rev. Z. I*. Wilds of 78 East 54th Street.
New York City, who wiU take pleasure

B. \Y. Ball, of HochttUr, K.U., writes,

by the Pitkin Paint Company, which

warranty we endorse in every particular, where

aud great power over disease.

of Christ preach-

the third tier; 112,634 bushels in the fourth

the whole number

customer'

with the result that the sores are healed,
and my general health greatly improved.
I feel very grateful for the good your
medicine lias done me.
Yours respectfully,Mrs Ann O’Drian."
148 Sullivan St., New York, June 24, 1882.

In testifying to the

Pits

iiiei

of all colors.This paint Is warranted to the

A Recent Cure of Scrofulous Bores.
“Some months ago I was troubledwith
scrofulous sores (ulcers) on my legs. The
limbs were badly swollenaud inflamed, and
the sores discharged large quantities of
offensivematter. Every remedy 1 tried
failed, until I used Ayer's Saksafabilla,
of which 1 have now taken three bottles,

cine,

61,383 bushels in the great works of God.”

elevators and mills, or eleven per cent of

Pin

Ecsema, Blotches, Blnffworm,Tumors, Carbuncles, Bolls, and Eruptions
of the Skin, are the direct result of an

las,

at 3:45.

JAS.

exclusive sale, for Holland and

SCROFULA

It

“The knocking Lord
temple.” (Communion.)

Afternoon,“The Church

or southern tier of counties; 226,514 bushels

Sunday school

the

of the celebrated

vicinity,

cures

wife, Martina De Kraker nee Verstrate, has left my
are in the southern four tiers of counties, stability, and vitality of the Church.
bed and board, I will not be responsiblefor sny
which is forty-four per cent of the whole
First Reformed Church, (Church Edifice) bills contractedby her from ana after this date.
LOUIS DE KRAKER, Sr.
number of elevators and mills in these Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.— Services at 9:30
Holland, Mich., June 7,
19-2w

coonties. The total number of bushels

for Holland and

and strengthens the vital forces,and speedily

Subject:

and mills. Of these 211 the

sale,

of the celebrated

TXSI

Rev.

m.

received of the quantity ol wheat mark-

have the exclusive

1838.

m.

Third Reformed

We

vicinity,

In the Store, on River Streets,lately occupied by J. Duursema, and we assure
you of good bargaina.
PETER 8TEKETEE A CO.
Hollaud, Mich., March 22,
7-ly.

Drain Notioe.

all friends of

and EGGS.

10,

1883.

A

foil line of Infant’s Wear. Infant’aRobes and Cloaks, a specialty.

L & S. VAN DEN BERGE,

eighth Street.

HOEEA

27X>.

MI

OH

JOHINGS.
June

on

James Bratton, has

another column of U. Uiterwijk.

Baj one day

The

DRY GOODS

returned from

summer with
at his former home, Grand
H. New.

The

Closing Rhetorical Exercises of his friends
the Preparatory Department next Monday
Haven.— 0.

week.

C.

afternoon, at College Chapel.

with

this port yesterday

CARD

Last Wednesday the members of Eagle

about 150 excursionists aboard.

I

desire to express my thanks through

the columns of the

Church on Wednesday evening, June

day evening, the occasion being that of

..

i

A

27.

is

numerous

mail in at 2:10 p.

—

special meeting of Star

Ladder Company
hall

-

The

Hook and

Music Class for their serenade on last Tues-

A

m.

Baccalaureate

Sermon

Our

to the grad-

Hope College will be deChurch
Romeyn Beck, D. D. By ap-

large

by Prof. T.

ball

Our thanks

July. What
way

in the

of

al birthday?

is

Fuller for

going to be done here

fine

to Mr.

M. M.

Wilson straw-

a large strawberry patch.

Geo. McMutt, of Fremont, formerly
and West Mich. R'y, was in the

Tuesday. Mr. McNutt is now
in a Roller Mill at Fremont

Office at Holland, Mich., June

city last

Mr. Thomas Bud, Miss Annie Bower,
Frank B. Reed, Chls. E. Sherwood.

WW. Verbs
Rev. B. Van Ess, of

New

1888.

21,

kk, P.

M.

Holland, has

The

been called by the congregation of the

Closing Rhetorical Exercises of the

Reformed Church of Spring Lake. PreparatoryDepartment of Hope College
This is the Church lately presided over by will be held in the College Chapel, MonRev. J. F. Zwetner, formerly of East day, June 25, at 2:80 p. m. The public
are invited to attend. Children below
Sangatuck. _
First

_

twelve years of age will not be admitted.

Last Monday morning this localitywas

visited by the heaviest rain storm we bad
Last Tuesday a threateningcloud was
experiencedin some years. Some of the observed coming from the northwest and
bridges between this city were completely it was thought by many that this locality

are requested to state

Monday

ing steps toward the proper observance
of Fourth of

July. A

large attendance

is

kinds of fruit

Schelveu,in

of

all

very encouraging, and

and

fruit

so-

crates,he should say that the crop will be

called railroad lands, will do well to read

Van

is

Cockburn says

a fine crop

that from the sales of baskets

Parties interested in any of the
the card of Mr. G.

the prospectsfor

that

expected to be present.

Monday. Mr.

the city last

DO BETTER

THAN

fa-

that vexed land matter places him in a

very favorable position.

Call!

At the store opposite the

Holland, March

28,

“ City Mills."

PRINB A CO.

1888.

8-ly

#

DUREN.

Wn.

VAN DBRVIIRB.

BOS.
M-ly

City

CALL AT

Having
In
-tor

Meal Market,

VAN DUREN &

CO., Prop's

re-opened the >lCHy Meat Market"

lately

ws kindly Invite the eltizens

the First Ward,

of this city to gifs ns a "call."

yonr-

We

intend to keep onr market supplied with ths

best and choicest meats that can be proctred.

You

will

We make

always find a well selected stock of

and can assure onr patrons that the Lsidpnrchased ef ns, is perfectly pare and of fine quality.
G.J.VAN DUREN A CO.
Holland, Mich., Feb. IS,
A—

Ladles and Gentlemens

1888.

Fine Shoes, Boots, and

AYER’S PILLS.

The old mattrass factory near the Holland depot, is being altered for a match
factory,and will be in running order in a

weeks. ^

VAN

G. J.

EHEROLD’S

^Aepairing neatly and promptly
done.

On

the 5th of /tHy neit a special election is to be held1 for tbe purpose of voting on the issue of the City Bonds, to the
amount of $15,000, to be used for the
graveling of the streets in the city, which
are very much in need of some permanen

CALL AND SEE US

improvements.

NO.

trying the ex
fully up to that of last year.
perimentof removing the sandhill south
Excursion rates for round trips on the of Clinton street, which is continually
steamer Macatawa to the Park and return, moving in on the city, by the use of water
from the water works. Quite an excavafor the season of 1833, have been fixed by
tion has already been made and it looks
the Association as follows: 50 to 99 tick- as if the plan will be a success.

miliarity with all the hooks and crooks of

a

Give us

G. J.

EIGHTH STREET.

40.

The Common- Council is

this

issue. His knowledge and thorough

STEKETEE *

1880.

Slippers.

R. R. Cockburn, of the Muskegon
Wood and Basket Package Factory visited

evening, for the purpose of tak-

YOU CANNOT

ISth.

Grand Haven Items.

few

Albers, on next

C.

Hoiaaid, Oct.

water.

greatly relieved.

by Jan

the lowest prices.

Butter, Eggs, etc., etc.

keep as complete si poisi
test and best made fabrics

SOOTS & SHOES

ing of dur citizenswill be held in the store
lately occupied

I

noticed some time ago a query in
the News, of a young lady of Budsonville.
She wanted to know a receipe for preserv
ing "Greens" for winter use, and as we
have seen no response, we feel as though
she ought to be recognized. We do not
know as w can help he/ unless on old receipe in our scrap book will answer. It is
a receipe for preserving husbands. Some
"Greena" could be kept sweet all winter If
prepared according to this receipe, and we
think it will be of use to her. We wll'
copy and send to her, on application to
the News, as she ought to haye It while
"Greens" are yet tender. In return one o
our young ladies would like to know how
to tame a young "Lyon" that is fond of
Zbke.

doing any damage and our people were

that a meet-

to

embracing all the

raised the

We

submerged by the water while others were was to be visitedby a terrific wind storm.
carried away doing considerabledamage. The storm came, and went by, without

We

at

Highest market prices paid for

Crockery, Stone & Glassware.

The main Question among the older
people
)le is ••will
‘•Will we get our seed wheat
back?" among ^he young people "Where
are you going on the Fouth?”

List of letters remaining in the Post-

interested

see some of our neighborsworking

premises.

.

Division Superintendentof the Chicago

Which we ntend
ble

frame of a new barn one
and it adds greatly to the looks of his

lege farm, about 3 miles west of this city,

and has

Dry Goods, Groceries, Etc.,
which they will sell

FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
day last week
EXCHANGE.

due

some very

BOS,

P.

Mr. Herman Beckman

berries.Mr. Fuller is located on the col-

.a celebration ot our nation-

'

are

&

DRY GOODS

farmers say “Oh, give us some corn

We

match

will take place at Yrieslandon the Fourth
of

new stock of

a

In the hayfield.

pointment of Council.
understand that a base

STEKETEE

weather."

livered Sabbath evening in Hope

attendanceto urgently requested.

We

Have just received

co.,

Alios very large andassortedstock of

Ventura Items,

uating Class of

called to meet at their

on next Monday evening.

TORE

Can now b« found, not alone a complete stock
of Grocerloe,— always of ths Freshest and Purest,
bnt also all kinds of Fanners Prodnce , Provisions,
Etc., Btc.

News, to Dr. Gee's

It is rumored that the mail will be opening my Ice Cream Parlors.
Last Wednesday evening Rev. and Mrs. transferred from the 11:15 train to the fast
John Pessink.
George-were surprised by a large party of train. This will bring our Grand Rapids
and valuable presents.

S

punts &

p.

on the corner of River & Ninth Sts.

Fire Engine Company No. 1, went to
The General Commencement Exercises Macatawa Park and spent the day in enof Hope College will be held in Hope joying themselves.

their friends who called and left

*— %

Florida and will spend the

Grummond, of South

steamer Grace

Haven, arrived in

this

NEW

and —

this State.

you want strawberriessee notice in

If

of our fisherman caught 90 white

bass in Macatawa

NEWHRM!
GROCRRY
THE

IN

to have a system of Water

The Detroit Evening New is publishing
Barnum's Big Show at Grand Rapids
an interesting history of the Colleges of
Monday next.

hats are in fall bloom and white

linen pants are in blossom.

Two

to

Works.

this year.

bugs hive made their appearance.

Straw

Fremont

Last Thursday was the longest day in

E.

HERULD.

Holland, Mich.. April 6. 1888

A large proportionof the diaeasea which
cause human suffering result from derangement of the stomach, bowels, and liver.
Ayer’s Cathartic Pills aet direotlyupon
these organs, and are especially designed to
cure the diaeasea caused by their derangement, including Constipation,Indigestion, Dyspepsia,Headache, Dysentery,
and a host of other ailments,for all of
which they are a safe, sure, prompt, and
pleasant runifedy. The extensive use of these
Pillh by eminent physician* in regular prao'tlee,show* uniuistaknhly the estimation in
which they are held by the medical profession.

Otto Breyman

These Pills are compoundedof vegetable
substances only, and are absolutely free from
calomel or any other Injurious ingredient.

A Suffererfrom Headache writes
"Ayer’s Pillh are invaluable to me. and
are my constant companion. I have been
t

ets, 20 cents each ; 100 to 199 tickets,- 18

Messrs. Kirby & Gillen have succeeded
two cribs at the end of the pier
which will probablybe the extent of the
and very complete assortment of Refrig- 400 and upwards 10 cents each.
pier addition for this season. The older
partis being thoroughlyrepaired so that
erators which can be procured at reason
We are requested to publish the follow- the whole will be in good condition to
able prices. Messrs. R. Ranters & Sons
withstand the autumnal zephyrs. There
are also prepared to supply ice to all ing: “Parties who furnish bouquets for the
is 18 feet of water in the channel at presparties who desire it. Call and see them. graduates next week are requested to label ent straightout.
them with the name of the graduatethey
A large excursion from Milwaukee,
A minstrel show exhibited in Lyceum are intended for and hand them to the usestimatedat about 700 persons,visited
Hall last Thursday evening to a fair sized
hers on entering the church, who will de- this city last Sunday on the steamer City
audience. The specialtieswere fair for a liver them at the proper time to the
of Milwaukee. In consequenceof which
small minstrel troup, and the singing was
several saloons violated the law, and on
students."
the next day received an invitation from
a littleabove the average. We noticed in
the "Cadi" to donate their "quota" to the
the audience people from Vrieiland, Zee
The Holland City News is mistaken
library fund, with which request they reland, and Hamilton, who bad come here when it asserts that the suit of Henry
luctantlycomplied. The City of Milwauto be present at the entertainment.
Dalman for $10,000 against Mr. Roning kee is to run regularly every Sunday on
excursions,during this snmmer, either
We give below a valuable receipt, i grew out of the Roning-Henderson across the Lake or on the West Shore.
libel suit. Mr. Dalman’s suit grew out
ftllowed carefully:For preserving the

We

are pleased to inform our citizens cents each; 200 to 299 tickets, 15 cents
that Messrs. R. Ranters & Sons have a full
each; 800 to 399 tickets, 12 cents each;

-

Johanna
lalman, for which offense Mr. D. has
|rought an action for damages against the
foresaidRoning. These are the facts in
mm.— Allegan Journal Correction

the breath, truth; for removing stains, re-

pentance and laith

in

Christ; for improv-

ing the sight, observation; a beautiful ring,
the family circle; for improving the voice,
civility; to
to

-

Children's Day

-----

at the Methodist

last

Sunday evening.

The

Last Thursday evening Mr. and Mrs.

M. W. Rose celebratedthe

*

twenty-fifth

Church antiversary of their marriage. At an

was observed with appropriateservices

early hour in the evening, friends and rel
atives.

addresses and

exercises were peculiarly pleasing and in

PliUm

nil fane;

Settle.

1 have engaged the services of Mr. N.
Reynolds, of Chicago, an expert
mechanic, who will do the repairingof
watches, so that our work can be war-

H.

ranted.

All the
to

Goods are warranted

bejust as represented.

from near and

far, gathered at their

In a few days we will have three mails

I will

also keep on hand a fall line of

Our people are making an

Preparations are being made

for a

rietta Boone

Wabkkk was

I.

at

u

Sold by all Druggists.

It is rumored that Rev. Fles’ congregagrowing more and more each year, and called and tendered them a serenade, rendering
some
of their finest music. The tion will build a brick church with a
the old custom of allowing the children to
larger seating capacity than the one built
have nothibg to say or do in church mat- presents were numerous and costly, includ last year.
ing some very useful as well as ornamental
ters is happily passing away.

AH

YOUNG,

stock.

No

trouble to show Goods.

FIRST

experience the wonderful
beneficial effectsof

OLD, AND

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.

MIDDLE-

O. BREYMAN.
Holland, Mich., Jsn. 1, 1882. 48-lv

married to Miss Hen-

by the Rev. J. Kremers on
last Wednesdayevening.

PREPARED BY

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.
Come and examine our

residenceon Ninth street and tendered grand celebration of the Fourth of July

and

thorough action give tone and vigor to the
whole physical eoonomy.

DrJ.C.Ayer&Co., Lowell, Mats.

ephone.

flowing. The recognition by the churches supply of refreshmentswere served.
During the evening Dr. Gee’s Music Class
of the child element in their congregations

The Rev. Francis B. Harlowe, writing
from Atlanta. Oa., says: " For aome years
put I have been aubjeet to constipation,
from which, in spite of the nae of medicines of various kinds, 1 suffered Inereulng
inconvenience,until some months ago I
began taking Ayer's Pills. They have
entirely corrected the costivehabit, and
have vutly Improved my general health."

—and a—

attempt to
be connectedwith the outside world by tel-

village.

they are Invaluable.
J. T. Hayes."
Mesia, Texas, June 17, 1882.

tite and digestion,and by their prompt

SPECTACLES

school children will indulge in a
picnic next Thursday.

this

FOR DYSPEPSIA

laritiesof tbe bowela, stimulatethe appe-

day.

good taste, and had not the rain interfered their congratulations.The evening was
the church would have been filled to over- spent in social enjoyment and a bountiful

"I have used AykWs Pills In numberless Instances as recommendedby you, and
have never known them to fall to accomplish
the desired result.We coMtantlykeep them
on hand at our home, and prise them as a
pleasant, safe, and reliable family medicine.

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills correct Irregu-

Our public schools closed last Thurs-

Our

temper the whole, humanity; an endur/

ing garment, charity.

Silvern?!,

a severe sufferer from Headache, and your
Pills are the only thing 1 could look to
for relief. One doae will quickly more my
bowela and free my bead from pain. They
are the moat effective and the easiestphysic
1 have ever found. It is a pleasure to me to
apeak in their praise, and I always do so
when occasion oners.
W. L. Paok, of
Page k Bro."
Franklin 8t., Richmond,Va., dune 3, 1883.
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DIAMONDS,

Zeeland Items.

daily.

iccepted with thanks.

keep away moth, good society}

Jewelry. Watches,

the seduction of his daughter,

if

complexion, temperance; for sweetening

-Dealer in-

in placing

WARD

Childrenwith Sore Eyea, Sore
Bara, or any scrofulous or syphilitic taint, may be made healthy and strong
by its use.
AQED.

Sold by all Ih-uggisU ;

f I,

six bottlesfor IS.

is

DRUG STORE. WM.

V

Mr. A. Lahuis and the Misses Kolyn
articles. Mr. and Mrs. Rose will please
Mr. R. Birkbolz and wife, of Milwady accept the congratulationsof the News. and Den Herder will goto Ypsllanti to
attend tbe college commencement exerkee, Wis., accompanied by Mr. Jos. Vye wish them many years of happiness
cises, from where they go to Niagara Falls
Roechlin, o' the Hague, Netherlands,
prosperity, and hope that they may and to Marlon, N. Y., to visit Rev. and
a visit on Tuesday last to Mr. and Mrs. C. ilc i0 observe the Golden anniversary of Mrs. Kolyn.
J. De Roo, of the firm of Walsh, De Roo gjr marriage. Mr. Rose and his family
HudsonvilleItems.
& Co., proprietorsof the Standard Roller ci ne to this city some twelve or fifteen
TuEGrangerahave taken possessionof their
Mills. Mr. Birkbolz la with E. P. Allia & yr irs ago; he was the first station agent,

paid

& Co.

now tbe Chicago
acii West Michigan R’y. He has since

a large mill at

he ;n identified, in various ways, with bus-

Co., of Milwaukee, and planned and constructed the mill of Walsh, De Roo

Mr. Roechlin’s father owns

Geestburg, near the Hague,

now

this place, of

running in

ss

what

is

in this city, and is at present tbe

on the old system with stones, and desires tr veiling agent of the Chicago A West
remodel it on the most approved roller Mich. Railway.
system. With that object in view Mr.
Roechlin is vipitingthis country to exam-

Hudsonville is now in receiptof two mails per
day from Grand Rapids, and one from the west,
for which we are thankful.
Mb. J. L.

Hakdy has closed op

his business

here and Intends to start for the northern part of

port of the affair after it cornea off.

0-tl

CITY BAKERY.

utation of the prodneta of the Standard

FIREWORKS!

Roller MiH8,catne here to examine the

.

and

Wi

Drugs, Medicines, CHOICE
FANCY ARTICLES,
and PATENT MEDICINE8.

is twenty-four hundred barrels
their

behind

United

States.

y

30-tf

V

hear that two of oar

widowa Intend

to

reaa-

CAREFULLY COMPOUNDED.

some tbe matrimonial yoke on Independenceday.
tiow true the ramor laofconrae yonr correspondent ia unable to aay.

DR. L.

SCHIPH0RST,

Chablbb Kuxs, employed in Carry A Bennett's MR. A. HUIZINGA, FreacriptionClerk conguarantee low prices on their mill, was badly ent in the face one day last week tlnues In onr employ.
8CHEPKR8 ft SCH1PHOR8T.
hi a piece of edging flyntg back over the saw, bnt
HoLLAVDMlck., March «. 1883.
lO-ly
JOHN PESSINK. la again at
“H"

work.

FINE

PRESCRIPTIONS

the agency for tbe Garden City Fire-

orders for flour, aad that orders are jrorks and

LIQUORS

medical purposes.

were on the low lands.

being received dally from all parts of the bonds.

—

WINES and LIQUORS

which privilege waa cheerfully
— Remember that you can buy fireworks, Ths freshetlast Monday, waahed oat quite a
Will be at tbe Store and will hold himself in
granted him by the proprietors. We can flje crackers,torpedoes,flags, etc., at number of bridges in this vicinity,and canted readiness to attend to calle at all boon of the day
considerable damage to crops and fences that or night.
also state in this connectionthat the firm )!*«(• flgutes than anywhere else, as we
mill,

AND

-Dealers in-

for

best Roller Mills in this country, and hav- v^iety of canned goods at the one price

TOBACCOS, CIGARS,

ii

THILKT and
TOILET,

hill.

Ths Grangers have laaoed cards for an IndeJhoice Freeh Candies, Pineapples, Co- pendence Ball to be held in their new^hall. We
wish them a good crowd and will give a fall reca touts, Lemons, Oranges and an endless

ing heard of the wide and unexcelledrep-

-dealer in-

the 8tate the firstof next week.

to

ine and study the workings of some of the

new

TEN HAGEN,

'

Fresh Lager Beer
Always on "Tap."
Don't fail to drop into mjr place of bosi
ness, one door east of tbe City

Bakery,

ON EIGHTH STREET*
WM.TXN HAGEN.
Holland, Mich., May

1$,

1888. U-lf

HP

oart— it was a spirit of liberality as A strawberry mark on tf}ie left arm
are as it is beautiful And how did it is, it is, my long-lost brother !”
dhl

THAT TKXAN €4

,

kX.lOM'
Vfe rodo the tawny Texan hills,
A bearded cattle
and I;
Belo)

utthe missionaries were right well
eated, ou
on the
weineiK
sue whole,
wuuxe.^he
xuo unatives

vuta

tea**;*""

_

To tnlk, to think, to »>e of her;
The other fourth he tslfoj)*.

sf

y

{

________
^
d to cioiid and
ous caprice to see
Yea, all thlnas cuange^-theheart, the head; /with onions.
Behold en eartli there Is not one
anil tough. Give
That chnngeth notl" I said.
iiwiu

He drew

tis

’

c

.

.'•*

,

^u’n.

_____

ha 1'g

a glass, as

If

to scan

J

'

.

"

^

--

----

me

pungency and

tenderness for a combination. Or"
Onions
and infancy is
i my idea of comfort. But
_____comes
_________
es a dish which you will like,
3iere
Tny good haole— baked dog and yams.

The pla«n for steers; raised It and sighed.
•For twenty years Uorglvtfnieao tears)—
Tor twenty years no word of strife—
I have not known for twenty years
One folly fro^n my wife.
.

T

how he would go
He was a failure. Old

Project

nip

your

teeth in this direction

this^ slice

from the

and

contrivance

v

?

—

Mr. Jones’ Attempt

PITH AND POINT.

Joking.

at

Jones was reading the daily paper;
If a man shooC A iHg, ddesTle bring
suddenly he looked up and said
down a hare ?
“That’s rather a sad case about that
“Every man is not honest because he
poor fe ____
Tpoor woman on Crogbam street whom
is poor.” He is more lifcble to be poor
shoveled into a basket and given to tho the authorities refused to bury.”
because he is honest.
The King fell to the floor
“I should say it was !” exclaimed Mrs.
One of the laws of Moses ; “I nefer
sensible. He grew worse and worse, Jones, indignantly.“‘Why, what shamesell
a coad unless I make ofer a dou„_d the next day his removal to the ful neglect!
)o they notified the
country was Ordered. Many sympathiz- Health Department. Why did they re- sand per cent, profit, so hollup me gracious !”
ing relatives and friends followed the fuse to bury her?”
ptdanquin in and did what they could
“She wasn't dead,” answered Jones,
“De downfall ob a hypocrite,” saysto alleviate the sufferings of their un- gloomily. The antiquity of the joke Uncle Mose, “is enjoyed bv all hypohappy sovereign.
struck a cold chill to her heart, and crites demselves— ef dey doan b’long
It turned out afterward that the Mrs. Jones was too indignant to speak. ter de same church.”
sweetheart of the Frenchman had made Mr. J. kept on reading, and after a
When you write a politicalletter, and
a surreptitious exchange of marketing while he musingly remarked
it contains a political secret, be sure
in the King’s kitchen before daylight
“They’ll have a cold day for the race
and use violet ink, for then the secret
on that fatal day. She had bought the to-morrow.”
will be kept inviolate.
King’s brother from a wandering tribe
“What race?”, asked Mrs. Jones,
Uncle Reuben— “Yass, Eplirim, but
that belonged to tlie great wilderness eagerly ; slie hadn’t heard of any.
yo should do as yo is done by. ” Eph—
at the other end of the island; • She
“The human race,” said the miserable
“Yass, Uncle Reubea, but dis chile
bought him purposely to make that ex- plagiarist.
change, though, of course, she did not
Mrs. Jones made a face. “Another hain’t never been done by !”

,

mm

YcTno w*

'

:

v

mow.

I

:

whiah If* call a fork. A man*- if he be
anything*ofan epicure; is bound to like
this dish. It is, par excellence,the
Smash, smash, smash,
national dish— no luau is complete know who ho was. The Frenchman ancient witticism,” she said,* in a tone of
Oh, china, rich and «ay,
without it. A luau is a grand feast, my escaped from the island in a canoe that contempt.
For the pitcher will never be whole again.
That was smashed on moviuu day.
very night. I would have hked to taste
friend— that is. what it
“Yes; I acknowledge its' antiquity,”
—Puck.
tftht Frenchman.
replied Mr. Jones. “It’s as old as that
‘Ad I was saying, the Kanakas
A pint of whisky put in a fruit cake
perimented a good deal on the misancient conundrum, ‘ Where was Moses
But rest I oonld not. Know I must
Something About Meteors.
will keep it for six months, and the
Siopfjries, in the interest ,of science, and
when the light went out ?’ ”
The storv of my Texan guide;
same amount put into' ft man will keep
HJs dauntless love, enduring trust;
Talking about meteors,Prof. Niplver,
tlie experiments were generally fatal,
There was a long silence, which was
His blessed,immortal bride.
him down until 2 o’clock in the mornof
Washington
University,
St.
Louis,
though I urged them npt to waste the
at last broken by Mrs. Jones. “Well,
I wondered, marveled, marveledmuch,
ing.
said
to
a
reporter
that
the
largest
Was she of TeuMjrrowth?V
where was he?” she asked.
Ofb»x
meteoric stone that ever fell on the surA law prohibiting whistling in a
“Where was who?” inquired Jones,
2
face of the earth which was positively who had been reading up the political graveyard has been passed by the PennIcon. ------------------„
sylvania Legislature,and now what is
liamsTand it was he that sent home authenticated as such dropped into a situation.
“Now twenty years, my man, said I.
corn-field several years ageanear Homea man to do to keep up his courage
those
Alamagiupwcports
t^yonr
coun“Why,
Moses—
you
know—
when
the
as a long time. 7 tfe^unwdand Orojv
and frighten away spooks in that State?
latmefit stead, Iowa, its weight being 149 light went out?”
trymefi^’haWJiie
1.0
- 'TiSwobty yejfS^n mor?.v sr.fi hb.'
It-tind- pounds. This stone was confiscated by
“Maria,”
said
Mr.
Jones,
with
a
look
of
his
UVetlir&i
i
“My son,” said an American father,
“Nay, nay, ray honest man, I vow
ia sacred a man who saw it fall, but it was sub- of grave concern, “your mind must be “how could you marry an Irish girl ?’*
I do hot doubt that this mar be;
ing splint, *illl
But tell, oh! tell mo how.
sequently recovered by the owner of the affected; you will want to know next “Why, father, Fm not able to keep two
calling.”
“It was pitiful in that Williams, after property upon which it decended, -the who was the father of Zebedee’s chil- women. If I many a Yankee girl I’d
• Twould make a pown true an l gj»md
All time should note It near and faj;
courts decided that it properly belonged dren, or why the tail dpu’t wag the dog, have to hire an Irish girl to take care
all you had done for his party.”
And thy fair, virgin,Texan lar.iv
to the latter individual after considern- or what makes more noise under a of her.” — Household Hints.
“I
should
say
so.
But
never
mind,
^
Bhotdd stand ont like a printerstar,
. ..........
America should head. And then
lot's be cheerful, anywav.
How are ble litigation.MEeteorio stones usually fence than a pig, or why. a chicken 3
“The difference,”said Twistem, reThe doubtfulFrench beyond the sea.JA Lot me help-yoiyto broke into plece$ before striking the weeks and 3 days old crosses the street, flectively, “between a young married
vo
awould make them truer,nobier men
in. ‘ TakS. soi^ nib
of dearth and. they ignited during their or what it is that cats have that no other
To know how this may be*"
a frtali)!
couple and an old gentleman rabbit,
F? Trmome of bhoMrfi- ' Jourpey through the atmosphere, owing animals have, or—”
the p .
appears to mo to be just this : One’s a
“It's two n to
’”‘,M
man charm! You’ll
like ’him. He was to the friction caused by tho resistance
But Mrs. Jones said she heard the happy pair and the other is a pappy
“Kay,
But leaf. __
______
a Frenchman, a splendid chap— young they met with. They were usually baby crying and went up stairs,leaving
hare.” — I ttsbu rg h Teleg rap h.
And I a pilgrim at a shrine,
and hearty, beautiful to look upon. Do composed of metalic iron and siderite. Jones to himself. It was but a ruse to
And kneeling as a pilgtfm'tru? —
Willie has a 4-year-old sister, Mary,
He scowling shoutedin my ear:
yon prefer white meat of dark ? Let Those composed of metallic iron and get a chance to look in the Bible and
who
complainedto mamma that her
"I ‘-annotshow my wife to you
nickel
were
found
almost
invariably
to
me help you to some of the breast. Ah,
read the history of Moses. She says
She’s dead this twenty year."
button
sheet were hurting her. “Why,
met. IJiAve known Ibis youngster for dje the largest that had yet been dis- she is going to find that passage if she
Mattie, you’ve put them on the wrong
covered.
By
consulting
“Loomis”
the
tlirrte6hJ
ih4&WiJ years— fished with him,
him, sailed
has to borrow a concordance and a
feet.” Puzzled and ready to cry, she
with him, swam ,}vith him, gave a professor ascertained that eighteen well- Bible dictionary to do it.
made answer : "What’ll I do, mamcouple of my sisters- and four aunts to authenticated meteorites had fallen in
ma? They’re all tho feet I’ve got.”—
A
Description
of
the
Person
of
Jesus
him. I loved him. He was always the United States during the past sixty
The Kfiig ol Easter island, in tie
Harlem Times.
Christ
years,
the
aggregate
weight
of
which
good. He is good now.”
Pacific ocean, and myself, were dining
A teacue u defining a transitive verb
This was found in an ancient manuTaking up a fragment of his late was 1,250 pounds. The number that
together, and he was giving me the
brother-in-lawthe King took a bite, and had been known to fall in all parts of script, which was sent by Publius as one that expresses an action which
particulars of feasting in that region.
entulus, President of Judea, to the is “passed over” from the doer, gave for
then gazed long and pensively on the the world was 261. There were sevenHe said
illustration,“Tho dog wags his tail.”
ty-four
cases
in
which
the
exact
date
of
Senate
of Rome
remainder, until by-and-by the muscles
“In the Sandwich islands and tho
There lives at this time, in Judea, a Whereupon a youngster arose with the
of his mouth began to twitch with emo- the falling of meteorites could not be
Marquesas, they make poi ont of tarotion, and presently two or three great fixed, but they were known to have man of singularcharacter whoso name criticism: “Please, ma’am, the action
root, only. The native takes the tarotears welled from his eyes and course! fallen. It was believed that eighty-four is Jesus Christ. The barbarians es- don’t pass over; it stays in tho dog.—
root, which is much like what yon
down his cheeks. Then, in a choking masses formed at different points on the teem him a prophet, but bis followers Boston Transcript.
describe a turnip to be, and wraps it in
earth’s surface were meteorites, owing adore him as the intermediateoffspring
TO A LADY WITH HER BACK TO ME.
voice, he murmured
plantain leaves, and puts it in the
to the peculiarity of their composition, of the immortal God. He is endowed
1 know thy face is fresh and bright,
“Alas, they have fried him.”
ground, which he has lined with hot
Thou angel-molded girl,
the weights of these masses varying with such unparalleledvirtue as to call
I laid down the breast-bone of the
I caught one glimpseof angel white,
stones, don’t you see?— covers it up,
from a few pounds to several tons. back the dead from their graves, and
I saw one auburn curl.
lets it roast. He takes it out, pounds deceased and burst into tears also.
Oh. would the whisperingrippl's breathe
Said the Professor: “If we could sup- to heal every kind of disease with u
Such
is the sympathetic power of grief.
The thoughts that vainly strive!
it in a great stone disli with a large
pose meteoritesto have fallen over the word or a touch.
She turns— she turns to look at me—
pestle; adds water to this mush, from It was nothing to me whether they fried entire globe at the rate they have fallen
Black, cross-eyed, seventy-tivc!
‘His form is tall and elegantly
time to time, to thin it. He sets it him or broiled him ; it was nothing to in civilized countries we would then be
shaped, his aspect amiable and rever- — 0. W. Holmes.
me
how
this
poor
foreigner
was
cooked;
away (it is poi now) in large calabashes.
A poor woman applied to a gentleable to fix the average fall of meteorites end ; his hair flows in beautiful shades,
It looks like so much flour paste. At I was only eating him out of vain curiat 300 per annum. Half of the meteors which no united color can match, fall- man for alms, and when he put his
meals all the family and friends sit osity, and not because I loved him, not that reach the earth no doubt fall un- ing into graceful curls below his ears, hands in his pockets she exclaimed,
around the calabash on their haunches because I respected him, not because I observed. By taking the average
agreeably' couching on his shoulders, “Ah, my good sir, I perceive you foel
—except that the poor common Kana- wished to curry favor with his relatives. weight of those known to have fallen in
ami parting on tho crown of his head, for us!” “Yea,” replied the gentlekas are naked, of course. Ah, no, my Yet I wept.
man, “but my circumstances will not
“They have fried him,” said the King. the United States ns a basis for calcu- like tho headdress of tho sect of the
friend— because you see me, the great
lating we would find that the earth’s Nazarites. His forehead is smooth, and permit me to do more than that.”
King, in shirt-collarand spectacles, you ‘'Alas, poor Gautier. However; let us weight increased by reason of the
his cheeks without a spot, save that Carl Pretzel's Weekly.
must not imagine that the common sub- cheer up, let us be content. But I will phenomenon at the rate of about nine
lovely red; his nose and mouth are
An Austin man has been thinking
jects must ape grandeur and put on have my cook for breakfastfor this—
tons per year. Beside the masses that formed with exquisite symmetry; his seriously of running for Mayor of the
and
I will fry him and see how ho likes
clothes.
are constantly falling to the earth in beard is thick, and suitable to the hair city at the next election, but he has
“They sit around the calabash,and it. There is nothing like a sharp ex- the shape of* meteors, large quantities
of his head, reaching a little below his given up tho idea, upward of sixty
all eat from it with their hands. Each ample to teach a man, my friend. But
of foreign matter reach the earth in the chin, and parted in the middle like a voters having said to him: “Ah,
inserts his fingers and stirs them don’t be idle, sir— take some more of form of fine grains or particles termed
fork ; his eyes are bright, clear and se- Colonel, if you only knew how much I
briskly around until a portion of the the fried Frenchman. I ought to be
meteoric
dust.
There
could
be
no
rene.
respect you!” “What then?” “Well,
pulpy mass adheres to them — then tilts ashamed to oiler you such a dish, but doubt that this dust is falling con“He rebukes with majesty, counsels then, you would say: ‘Can’t I lend
back his head, lets the suspended tail you see how I am situated. He ought stantly, as its presence has been
with mildness and invites with the most you $5*?’ ” On reflection, the Colonel
of pulp descend into liis open mouth- to have been baked — this fellow ought.
noticed by scientific observers in the tender and persuasive language. His has. come to the conclusion that he has
always bake a Frenchman— we
then his fingers follow, and he Sucks the
snows of the Arctic regions.
whole address, whether word or deed, serious doubts about being the proper
remainder from them. Now, il the never think of frying him. But I wish
being elegant, brave, and strictly char- man for so responsible an office.
you
had
known
this
fallow
—
so
kind,
so
pulp be thick, you can use one finger;
American Tea.
acteristic of so exalted a being. No Texas Siftings.
goutla,
so
loving,
and
you
see
yourself
if it be thinner you must use two, or
man has ever seen him laugh, but tho
Mr.
H.
W.
L.
Lewis,
formerly
Master
TRIOLETS.
three, or four fingers, accordingly. Am how tender he is. But that Williams
of the MississippiState Grange, finds whole world has frequently beheld him
business—
t
wish
you
would
straighten
Banana peel.
inspired girl invented the method or
With upturned lift
tea-raising profitable.A gentleman who weep ; and so persuasive are his tears
thickening four-finger with bread-fruit that up for me when yon go to America.
Walt;* for a heel
that
the
multitude
cannot
withhold
visited
his
place
writes
:
“His
tea
shrubs
To take a deal,
— and also the flavoringit with car- If your people could only know the
grow luxuriantly. Two plants throw theirs from joining in sympathy
Home one to feel
casses of the deliciousbird which in facts in the case, they would not blame
Ita Iron grip.
put side branches enough to cover a with him. He is very modest, temper£fte
me.
t
r
Jt
gis.
a
dittle
hnjri
your tongue yon term grasshoppers.”
ate
and
wise.
space of ten or twelve feet square. They
Tight-clothes young gent
J all?
“Blessed girl!”
Intent on mash.
“In short, whatever this phenomenon
iluing a good name, to
Fc have are loaded with green leaves. Ho can
“Blessed girl, indeed! But pardon in building
On peeling went,
pick the leaves four times in one season may be in the end, he seems at present
it
all
knocked
in
the
head
by
this
Hts feet were sent
me— you— you sepm distressed.”',
Toward finnament—
without serious injury. to the plants. a man of excellent beauty and divine
“It is nothing. Poi, even in its native shabby adventurer.Now, what he
An awful crash.
perfections,
every
way
surpassing
the
te
besr
tea.
The
first
pickings
make
the
bes
nastiness, is Duly mildly delicious to me called a ‘hideous revel,’ and a ‘feast of
Mr. Lewis from two plants can make childrenof
Tiaht-clothenyounKcent
— the addition to it of the wild game demons,’ and all sorts of vile and wicked
Swears bluish streak. '
enough tea to supply his family a year.
names,
was
nothing
in
the
world.
I
you mention — ”
A (rarment root,
By
wilting,
rubbing
and
beating
tho
A
Monster
Prison.
give you my sacred honor, but a simple
A dollar spent.
" Ah, say no pmre* L perceive. But
For ulster lent,
leaves in thin .copper or iron pans, and
The largest prison is Europe is the
try tins dish. It is a fry of bananas bocue— seventeen old crippled natives
His home to seek.
working
the
waxy
substance out, tea House of Detention at Berlin. The —Philadelphia Press.
—no
account
under
the
sun,
just
an
exand plantains, with oranges sliced in it,
can be made here far better than most enormous edifice comprises six separate
and just a spoonful or so of the delight- pense to the community, and I fricasThere is a story of a schoolmaster
of the finest tea we get from China. buildings. The prison for men consists
ful chirimoya added to give it tone. I seed them to give a little treat to some
who,
on every available occasion, eloTho very best China teas are said to bo of a ground floor and four other stories
conceived tile idea of adding the angle- visiting town chiefs (Aldermen you call
quently
denounced cruelty to animals.
them in your country),who were here kept in China and are not sent to other with 732 separate cells, dormitoriesfor
worm s.”
One day, when out with his class botancountries.
Many
people
who
never
saw
for a day or two from Wonga Island.
195 prisoners, besides forty rooms for izing, ho saw at a distance one of his
“It was inspiration."
a tea-plant have ridiculed the former turnkeys and sleeping accommodations
UI so regard it. It is so considered ‘Feast of demons,’ indeed! Feast of
Commissioner of Agriculture for at- for 118 attendants. Each of the 732 scholars catch a bird and immediately
by tho great chiefs. To the common dried-up, skinny old rapscallions 'that
tempting
to encourage tea-culture in cells has a window ten feet high. There let it go. Radiant with pride and deherd it is tabu, that is to say, pro- the island is a thousand times better off
these States; but we have never yet are six cells in the basement for prison- light at this proof of successful moral
hibited.Now, 'as regards missionaries,” without,and I am sure it was honorable
been able to understand why good tea ers who are refractory to discipline,and teaching,he pointed out the noble little
continued the King, reflectivelyscratch- in us to be hospitable to those strangers.
may not bo made where the plant grows in the basement are also to be found lad’s goodness to his school-fellows, and
ing his head with the fork I had pre- Though, between you and me, it was an
to such perfection as it does in the Gulf he kitchens, the bath-rooms and the hurrying up to him patted him on the
cented to him, and which be had al- awful swindle on them. Tough? Oh,
head* and said : “So you restored the
mating apparatus of the prison. The poor little captive to his native freeready learned to use a great deal, don’t mention it. More cholera morbus States.” — Chicago Times.
internal part of the prison is constructed
-though not always in a strictly-legiti-and indigestionand general suffering
dom, my dear little child?” “Yes, and
Ireland’s Original Tongue.
of iron, and is so bnilt that all the corTnnte way, “as regards missionaries, I among those chiefs, you never saw the
would you, too, if you’d been me,’
The report of the Society for the ridors look out upon a central hall, so
will say that their landing here was un- like of it iq your lif$. Now, Twain, you
returned the boy. “Look here where
expected, but I hastenedto give them see what truth there was in Williams* Preservation of the Irish Language which commands a view of every cell. the little beggar stuck his beak into
every protection, aqd I gave them fuU statemeiit8~*all that row about nothing. states that at the commencement of the The prison for men, which is separated me.”
privilegeto teach. They were the first You can let this thing right in your present century probably not more than from the rest of the building by a wall
whites that some of my people had country— you can do it easy; simply 400 persons could read and write Irish, sixteen feet high, also contains a chapel
She Was Faithful.
’ins: I whereas this society alone has disposed and four large exercise grounds. Hie
•seen, and of course these simple natives just explain the facts— and anything
Mrs. Oramsie wanted a cook. A colhad a natural curiosity to experiment can do for yon I’ll do it— you may de- of over 62,000 elementaryIrish books. prison for women contains only seventy ored woman, named Malvina Strank,
upon them. I could uot reasonably pend on me. Send me a copy of your The number of persons in Ireland who cells and fifteen large dormitories, the
called on her.
•deny them this little gratification, weekly. I cafffc reld it, but a little speak the old language is nearly 950,- latter of which are divided into sections,
“Ise a fust-class washer an’ iner, but
literature
can't
hurt
a
man
anyhow.
000,
as
against
nearly
818,000
in
1871,
each containing a bed, which can be
though I counseled them to practice as
I doesn’t like to wuk at dat now, I’se
although the populationhas, -during locked up every night after its occulittle cruelty upon the strangersas was Ca-sar’s ghost 1”
“Oh, heaven, what is the matter, your that period, diminished in round num- pant has retired , to rest. — London mo’ parshul ter cookin’.”
•compatible with a fair desire for in
P«
“Well, it’s a cook I want. . I presume
bers 252,000 persons. This, as pointed ATiews.
formutiou and the necessity for whole;
you
can give references or bring testiout, is nearly equal to the Welsh people
~'h(ey removed Johnsome amuse
monials
to show that you are faithful,
Mr.
Hayden,
of
Washington,
is
the
speaking Welch. “Not only,” it is obvra$ a t^ing which peration.”
aim
“Oh, what is it, your Imperial Majesty ? served “has Leinster increased its num- inventor of an apparatus for burning and not inclined to ohange about as
I regretted seriously, until it wafc exber of Irish-speaking inhabitants, but petroleum as fuel, wliich is claimed to most cooks do?”
plained tp me that a great chiefs" little I beseech you.”
“Yes’m, Ise faithful furafac’. Ise
Dublin has made a considerable ad- be the only one in the world that will
•child desirdd them to play with ; and, if
had the same colored gemman visitin'
vanoe
in this respect, partly fulfilling perform the work for which It is conjon could have seen how much more
structed. Some years ago a woman, me for morin six monfs, an’ Fve no
the old Irish prophecy."
contented And restful t^e poor thing fried meat before him, ^
Mins Amanda Jones, invented an appa- ’speotation of changin’, at leas’ not till
“Oh, my brain reels. This hair is not
was after it acquired them, you would
cotton-pickin’time. I’ve never been
A
Philadelphia
paper
suggests
: "If ratus for burning petroleum under
have felt tow blessed a thing it was to a Frenchman’s hair. There must be
’cosed ob not bein’ faithful, an* I hab
horrid suspicion over-productionmakes a dull nop mar- steam boilers, which has been continube oblfe to' ‘AofafribWtitO die happiness some mistake.
been married lota, op times.
Texas
ously
and
successfully
used
in
the
oil
bursts upon me. Ah, what is this I ket, under-production should make a
of even a little c(iild”
Siftina8<
,
dull
market
hop.”
fse of a generous see ?—thia thing Uii* occurs jug mark ?
ras the innuls
“It was
looked that Texan In the face—
That dark-browed,beardedcattleman.
He nulled his beard! -then droppe 1 in place
. A brawl rlulit.baml,
all scarred and t in,
And toyed with something shining mere
From out his holster,keen and small,
X was convinced. I did not pare , (
To argue it at all.
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vas launched at Castellamare.The

and kidney disease. My urine contained brlckduit
dejxMta, and at Um«a I could not paas my water except in drops and with great pain ; and hare had to

d

ife
non

Jo.'

pii# cdsiA

in-

exported in great quantities, all handHTsViLLE, Pa.— lie v. Elijah Wilson
vessel was christened by the Countes^ fnade, to everr qutwtft of tlagl
lobe. i
w n’s Iron bitters have permanently me t^etiHiotUcand try it. g# had Been cured of a
Teresa Caracciolo, the daughter of .tl^e
ry|Ts)‘f|tj — ( 1 1
me of chiii * and fever. ”
severe case similarto mine, and that othunthad used
chief of the elder branch of the
Stories of Flowers.
Hunt’* Remedy in Cambridgeand pronouncedit
eiolo. I was staying at Naples as the
i ttoji-.ifoiqtuIjo bd $ .ill L pi. <
“Gin ruins genius,” says au exchange medicine
The “soft cerulean hue” of the mouseu.vof Aims
real merit.
iav.
Afteribeing
auft repeafedlyutyej,
guest of the young lady’s father, and I ear scorpion grass would never have Yes, but genius ruins a good deal of gin; so
I J-mlarralA
.^aoirijsdi id
heard from him a very remarkable story won poetic recognitionif some one had it s about a stand-off.
‘•r
connected with tire death of the unclear cont aohitoq < a ;siiodlui«tmitiU lo
fortunate' Officer id 1 lionor of whose
urifles the pleUdy cured «n|sjM>* kldhf|8 fee In oTcellontconbig
bottle.
dition. angf
n$
f|
year
1
ugh
sui(^
memory the vessel was named. The corded, but tradition has it that
can truly say I feel like a young man with strength
circumstances which led to the execu- knight and his lady-love were exchange Aoon ta4e
leis "tiJ'
tiJ‘ iioweJ
flowed oo!: £;<!
{;oo(^
c/d* ensb,- but
and vitality. M,v family ;ue tiio Remedy, aud .Hojjltl
tion of Prince Francesco Caracciolo,in
not be without it. and never foil to recommend it to A* well Will ^nmrtrcinalAkinti
of
rimilarnatam
ing sweet nothings on the banks of the It cannot be purchased by the l arrel
17M, are well known. I shall merely Danube, when the fair one caught sight
our lilt infs aud neighbor* iu Cambridge and Boston.
J $ It *" tjpN0<ti
Personal!— To Men Only!
You are at liberty to use my name iu praise of tiio
state, therefore, that he was condemned
of some flowers on
qn the other sale
side of
of djie
the
The Yoi-TaiJ/eci.t Co.. Marshall. Mich., best kidney and liver medicine,Hunt’s Romedy."
by a court-martial composed of Sicilian river, so brightly \fliie that she covdfeA
will Fend Itf Rve’s CelebratedElectroSudden Colds, Sore Throat,
officers to be hanged at the yard-arm of
“ DID1
^
their possession A hint sufficed to Voltaic Belts and Electric Appliances on trial
The above words are from Mr. Lewis Kkem. No.!) Ac., ti InblcnSoonfnl of Paiw-Filleb. in Awwtmed
the flagship for hearing arms 'against send her lover plnnginpj into the stream. IW
Highland Avenue,Malden; Wim-i April itt/ I’jsa. Ho
his lawful sovereign. When the ofijjfiut
HeWcnred the flpj»er>reasily enqngh,
says: "I have been troubled for years wifli kidney ipUch Buffering.
m-i».>">
comnnmicatu n of the finding arid the but swimming back with them proved a talitv Md
For
sentence of the court was brought to
more difficult matter. The current was
the Prince ho was explainingthe names
too strong for himy and as it bore him, Jl
terribleburning, the vessel being coated with brick- Neuralgia,Rheumatism, Bums,
lowed
a :d uses of the various parts of the
past his despairing mistress, he flung
dust deposit, i wa* recommemled to use. Hunt'*
rigging to some young Neapolitan noble'
fJood for Man anil Iteiist! Read This!
the fatal flowers o^ttye. bank, exclaim-,
Remedy by a friendwho bad been completely cvStsd
Scalds, Cuts, Bruises, &c.,
m m who happened to be on board the ing as lie was swept to his doom,* “ForStrange but true that the Army and Navy of a similar trouble. I purchased a Ixittleat the driipLiniment wjll cure your rheumatism, neural- gist's,.uni eonuneuced U> improveat once. 1 have
ship. A glance at the letter was sufliThe pAiN-KiM.i'.nli-fabJ found a willing phydd
get-me-not!”
gia or croup in, lesy nme than any other Lineient to show him its contents Ke
used but two botilcn. and it ha* done wonder* for nje ready and able to relievo your suffering writhout del
And tho kifiy fair of the Irr.iglit»' true
aud at a very inaiguitteaut aiat. For
iment known. For sale by all druggists.
Aye remembered his hapless lot:
—in' mere kidney trouble, no more pain. It ha* given
showed no sign of emotion, but requestAnd
she cherished the Cower ot brillianthue,
my
naw
hm,.iuul
L would withoutliuut'ji
Jteiued the officer who brought the dispatch
< CoiIji* 1 but see CatbollnH made,
And braided her hair with the blossomsblue.
edf ut Ljr Ufice.i 'lt l« all UiaJ^lt ||wAuiHgudodto Colds, Crams aM Dysentery in Horses,
And view the process o’er,
to wait for a few minutes while he
And she c died it Eor,'e.-;g2-iu»t.
be, ami lehei rfully give thi* ie*tfmnn’y forthe benefit
No' imUl- head mite would inuke afraid,
The story of the origin of the forget-,
finished his explanations. This being
of the many sufferer* from kidney di*ea*e and gravel.’’ Die PAiN-Kir,LK» ha* no
io equal, and It has never been
Nor gray hairs fright mo hi ore.
known to fail to effect s crrfo in a Mingle instance. It to
dtme, he retired to his cabin, and, after me-not’s sentimental designation muy
As now improved and perfected,
given as a drench, a amall bottle of. Pain-Kimjcrin a
a vain attempt to get the sentence have boeh in the mind of the Princees
No oil wns.e'er so tore,
lint of mol asses and water. It I* need In some of the
All skin diseaso, of limb or head,
changed to a more honorable manner Marie of Baden that winter day, when,
world
It never ma- to dure.
of death, ho resigned himself to hi* strolling along the banks of the Rhine
Sure CjrejSu^KJ!nbffi
mut'd wiui mux win restoreuiem to ncaith very
with
her
cousin,
Louis
Napoleon,
she
fate, which he met with great fortiPrnE Cod-Liver Oil, made from eelccted
quickly. jl/
lugofd a month. ‘•Af^nt*,aend»ewi* wtiHnp,
inveighed against tjm degeneracyof livers on the sou-shore,by Capweiji,Hazara'
EVTlio Pain-Killkr ia for sale by Druggists.
tude.
.to Goshen Novelty Co., GogiKm Ind. Apothecaries.
Grocers and Uedicino Dealers through.Some days after the event, the King, modern gallants, vowing they were in- & Co. , New York. It is absolutely pure and
out the world.
sweet Patients who have once taken it
ayathfcraa.
.S^ipleB
<r|rfh
M
»•.
who had been loi; an afUjruypn’scruise capable of emulating, thy devotion to prefer Ittrrall other*" Physicians’ have de,
StIRhon It Co* Portland;Maine.
If and
on a Sicilian ship of war outside the beauty that characterizedthe cavalic
cided It aRperior to Jury of the other oils in
' If you are Buffering ffjro poor health
bay, was returning to 'Iwipleib in the m olden timoW As- tlmyAingefed on Hi -market Ji..
i
A6EN
‘or languishingon a
of uomaa,
evening. It was a moonlight night and causeway dykes, where the Neckar , AVf.lu’ "Bough ox Corns."— 15c. Ask for It.
‘take cheor; If ycnV arc simply allrfik,
cure. Corns, warts, bunions.
the sea w as perfectly calm. Th -re \va-, joins the Riling a ipxlden gust of wind iCoi|iulole,|Kvmiintiii
HOMES IN Fjind Fold cheap by
__
‘ l*or if yon feci vfonk and dOifclrttod,
WlNiEH.
M. Uksz. BridgepeaLA’t.
indeed, sv little.. wind tkat.it was diffi- carried a^ay a dower from the hair of
Atx onr my friends will be delighted to
withoutclearly knowing why, Hopilitcult to steer the vessel. The King was the Princess and cast it into the rushing hear that L L CragiiiA Co..llf.S.-thHt.rhilaf
. tera will surely enro you.".
ai e g; nng lirsiVOlassTiano Sheet Music, vocal
sitting in the balcony of the stern waters.
“If you nro.n MinMer, nnd have ovortoxod
“There!” sjie exclaimed, “that would J.d|n^inTl< ut|'. wn'li (K" a;lv( rdsinrf on
cabin, watching the sea. when suddenly
For Bnilneiaat the 01dc*t A Bert
yourself wlln yot r fiiU nil Jiutu's,
a jitruiur,
mercial College. Clrcukdiee..
he becaiiie
tlhnt something was be an opportunity far a cavalier of the
’worn oht with cafe mid work, or a mutt of buairvu cJUkMKiyl)ulibQift,la.
.
follow ing the shl}). As the object came old days to prove his flevotion.”
Skinny Men— '’Wells'Hcolth.P.oncwcr"restores
ness or laborer ’weakened y the straili of your
MEam leanPrkLwnii wy hewand
near i: was easy to distinguish that it
“That’s a challenge, cousin,” retorted health and vigor, cures dyspepsia, impotence. Jiff Vouncy
¥ UU Ilg Iwl C M we \vill give you a situation. ‘everyday dutto -, or a man of lottfin,toiling
was the body of a man iu an upright Louis Napoleon, and in a second he
Ciutped Hands, Face, Pimples,and rough Circular*free. VALENTINE BROS.. Janesville. Wia. ‘over your midnight work, Hop Bitters wil)
attitude, as if treading the water; and was battling with the rough water. He
‘surely strengthenyou."
Skin, cured bv using Jvnipei; Tar Soap, mufle
“If you arc snfferiug
very soon the King was able to recog- disappeared and reappeared, to disap- by Caswell, IIazard A Co., New York.
‘from over-eating or
nize the features of Admiral Caracciolo. pear and, reappear again and again, but
‘•Bithu-Paiiu.’'—
Quick, complete cure, all
‘drinking, auy IndiaHis eyes were open and seemed to be at length reached the shore safe and
annoying Kidney and Urinary Diseases. $L
‘cretlon or dissipation,
fixed* on the King, and, except for its sound, with his cousin’s flower in his
‘or nro' young and
The habit of running over boots or shoes FuUVwttructions and Hand book on I’liteiUmieHlfi te.
ghastly pallor, the face was unchanged. hand.
‘growing too fust, as is
The explanation was simple. After “Take it, Marie,” said he, as he shook corrected with Lvon’s Patent Heel Stiffeners
And Return tout,
‘often the case,"
with TEN Cent*,
being submerged for some days the himself,“but never again talk to me
“Rough on Rats"— Clear* out rat*, mice, flics,
end you'll rereive
“ Or if you are in the workshop, on
roaches, bed-bugs, ants, vermin, chipmunk*. 16c. H nby mail, Gulden Retef
body had become so buoyant that the of your cavalierof the olden time.”
of Good*,
bring you In more
Good', that will
wllll,Tin*
‘the farm, at the desk, anywhere, and
Er M'lionrv One Month thin ftnvthlnit*1m In Am.rH
weights attached to the feet were not All the Year Round.
luip Ctrulbty.M. Yaw* ill G««wich Eu, Y-wuX
‘feel that your system needn clcanssufficiently heavy to keep it under
SAVE THE INNOCENTS.
‘ing, toning, or stimulating, without
“THI
BEST
IS
CHEAPEST.’*
water, but they retained it in an upright
Breaking a Corner.
‘Intoxicating, if you are old, blood
In meask'F,ucarlatiua. and other dlHPaFf* of childposition, and it was drawn along by the
thin and impure, pulse feeble, nerve*
In the early days of Michigan, when hood, when tht (11*60*6aha to* and disappear*the cldld
nG,'ES’THRESHERSSAMLl8'
current created by the movement of the
Clour Hullen
Dorse Powtn
‘unsteady, faculties waning, Hop
one dealer was the source of supply for may be left with dropsicaleffucion*, with ulcer* in the
(Fulled to all section*.) Write for FREE Ulus.I’smntalat
ship. It is easy to imagine the horror
ear*, and, where diphtheriahas extended to the mouth
Bitters is what you need to give you
a large territory, a capitalist from the and lip*, at the corners of the mouth. Without the and Price* Ut TLs AulUnsn & TaylorCo., UansOelil, Ohio.
of Ferdinand at what he believed to
‘now life, health and vigor."
East suddenly bought up all the tobac- blood-purifyiiiK
effect* of Hood’* Sarsaparilla recovbe an apparition from another world.
If yon arc costive or dyspeptic, or
co and whisky to be got hold of in the ery is very slow, a* such ulcer* arc very obstinate. AGENTS WANTED
When at length it wa^ explained to State. There was no railroad communi- With it the very best succor*ha* been obtained.
or suffering from any other of the
tine Machine ever invented. Will knit a pair of
stocking* with HEEL and TOE complete in '^0
numerous disease* of the stomach or
him what had happened, he grave orders
After diphtheria—Seven childrenof James H. Bur* minute*.It will also knit a great varietyof fancycation ; it was winter, and there was no
work for which there i* always a ready market.Heud
bowels, it is your own fault tf you
that a boat should be lowered and that
navigation, and everything promised a of.**. Middle!, oro. Mas?., had diphtheria the same for circular and term* to the Twombly Knitting
remain ill.
the corpse should be brought on board
sprint. All survived,nut complained of pains, bodily Muchlnu Co., HBTrtraont Street, BoHton,Mum.
big profit on the speculation. Prices
If you are wasting away with any
and taken to Naples for Christian l»egaii to creep up aud settlers to in- distress and cramp*. Five bottles of Hood'* Sarsapafor Solders.Wtdntci,
form of Kidney disease,stop temptrilla cured the whole seven.
burial. But the superstitious Sicilians
parent* or ClUldrun.
quire and protest, and the capitalist For five years after he had scarlet fever the little son
Any disease, wound
ing death this moment, and turn tor
dared not obev the rovcl command, and
was rubbing his hands and holding on, of James V. A. i’nocPFOOT, Chicago,sufferedfrom a or injurv entitles.Bounty, Back Pay, Increase
a cure to Hop Bitters.
of
Pen
-don.
or
lri*>
h<wi>*
Proi
need.
Horee
claims
the ship, drawing in its wake the upright
when something happened. He was on foul running sore about hi* ear. Hood's Sarsaparilla paid. New Laws. A. W. MORGAN, Pension AttorIf you are sick with
body of the Admiral, sailed slowly into
cured him.
ney, P. O. Box, TJO, Washington. D. C.
his way to church one Sunday, when lie
that terrible sickness
Alter vaccination—Two children of Mrs. C. U
the Bay of Naples. Hero a boa ‘s crew
Nervousness,you will
was seized by a band of tough-looking Thompson, West Warren. Maas.,broke out with run*
was obtained from au English man-offind a “Balm in Oilcad"
pioneers aud carried to the river, where nlng sores, after vaccination,to dreadfulthe mother
war, who took the Admiral’s body
in Hop Bitters.
a hole had already been cut in the ice. thought she would lose both. They were entirely
ashore, where it was deposited iu his
If you are a frequenteror a resi“What is the meaning of this?” lie cured of thase sore* by Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
dent of a miasmatic district,barriown palace, and at length receivedthe
S
finally asked.
cade
your system against tht scourge
HOOD'S SARSAPARILLA.
last rites of the church.
of nil countries— mnlaria, epidemic,
“It means old prices for whisky and
A different version of the story is terbacker!”replied the spokesman.
billons and intermittent
fever*— by
Sold by Druggists,
; six for $5. Made only by
the us* of Hop Bitter*.
C. I. HOOD & CO- Apothecaries,Lowell.Mass.
given in Southey's “Life of Nelson.’’ I
Joring Wells
If you have rough, pimply, or sallow skin, bad
“How?”
have here related the traditional account
breath,Hop Bitter* will give you fair *kin. rich blood,
Ve ry Well Put.
They proceeded to enlighten him.
the sweetest breath,and health. $.'.00will be paid for
preserved in the family of the Admiral
• case tlw-y will not cure or help.
Two of the band gave him a duck into Why do you defer till to-morrow what we should do
laVory Profitable!
Tlmt poor, bedridden, invadd wife, *Utor.mother,
exactly :.s it was told me by its chief.—
to-day? Why do we neglecta cough till it throw* us
or daughter,ran be nindc the pictureof health by a
the water, and he was plunged in and
into rouHiimptlon,aud consumptionbrings ns to the
Xotes (i nd Queries.
few bottles of Hop Bitters routin but a
hauled out three times before he got his grave? Dr. Win. Hall's Balsam is sure to cure if taken $25 to $40
A GENTS WANTED for tbs Boat and Fasten^
breath and said
JV 30 A.
In season. It has never been known to fail. Use it
The Proper. Use of Wives.
JA. Scir.u^ Pictorial Uocdisuud Blhles^PrW*minced
“Gentlemen, tobaccq has taken a thoroughly accordingto directions.Perseveretill the
It is not to sweep the house and make
Often Madtl
diseaseis conquered, a* it is certain to be, even if it
great drop!”
the bids, and darn the socks and cook
should requirea dozen Udtles. There is no better
Far Oar
Machines Made to Bun by Hot
“Give him some morel” said the
New Book
the meals chiefly that a man wants a
medicine for Pulmonarydisorders.Sold everywhere.
Bond or Steam Power.
leader, and into the freezing cold water
Bend for Catalogue.Address'
wife. It this is all he wants, hired girls
Baker's Pain Pnnncca
he went again. When they hauled him
cm Service. A truoi
can do it cheaper than a wife. If this
L03MIS
&
Is one of the beat Liniments put up. It is a real painhistory of tho ''spy
out, blue with cold and teeth chatteris all, when a young man calls to see a
killer,and destr.'ys pain, whether internalor exterSTuteni" of the U. 8.
ing, he observed
Army during tbewnr
nal, whenever used. It has been a standard remedy
young lady, send him into the pantry to
Compiled from offlcUll
OF THE REBELLION.
“And whisky is 10 cents a gallon less for the past thirty or forty years.
Consumption Can, Be Cured.
rrp'.rt*. rermls titanyf
taste the bread and cakes she has made;
“wsr
weretr”.
kvvkb
ttpnt
^ pjorasej^uu
-"Eipr MX'iwir
ttii.tr'i
.than the old price!” —’ll flB S/reet
lustretol.thrttllngly Interwtlng.ftrils
send him to see the needle-work and
DR.
(•rm*
Addn-s’sA. O.
Sc its.
bed-making; or put a broom in her
isMKSSrk.'isrew;At., CktosRO. 111.
hands, and send him to witness its use.
WM.
How It Increased.
Such things are important,and the wise
“Papa if you will give mo a dollar I
young man will quietly look after them.
will show you, to-morrow, how much I
But what a true man most wants of a
can make on it in one day,” said a little
wife is her companionship,sympathy
boy to his father.
and love. The way of life lias many
The father, wishing to encourage the
dreary places in it, and man needs a
**» Asthma. Croup, Wliomdng Cough, and
young man, gave him a bran-new dolcompanion with him. A man is somelar bill.
_ (Vhertb^Ui^M ^n! b^lKffl^^g*!ltn^ nM
«* Don’t C’bniiKC It.”
Perfect ns It l*.’>
times overtaken by misfortune; he
and polftoned by tli« dlat-iue, ami prevent* th*
The boy took it and folded it up into
meets with failure and defeat; trials
! I" GRAIN, FUX, TIMOTHY, CLOVER, AND PEAS.
a very small space, and tucked it away
M will cur*
and temptationsbeset him, and lie needs
in the safest part of his clothing.
iuU aid hills.
li,l
you, even thou
one to stand bv and sympathize. He
The next day the father asked his son
has some stern battles to fight with povhow much money he had.
erty, with enemies and with sin, ami he
The boy fished out the money are reneeds a woman that, as he puts an arm
plied: “Well I am a little ahead.”
around her, feels that he has something
“How do you make that out,” said
to fight for, will help him fight ; who
the father, '‘you have only the original
will put her lips to his ear and whisper
capital.”
words of counsel, and her hand to his
“But papa, don't you see, that in
heart and impart new inspiration. All
folding it up into a small space, and
through life— through storm and sunthen in unfolding it you see it in
shine, conflict and victory; through adcreases.— Carl Fretzel’s Weekly.
verse and favorable winds — man needs
(‘’ “ilor1 “)
a woman's love. The heart yearns for
DynpepNia.
There exists a means of seit. A sister's and mother’s love will
Hostetter’sStomach Bitter* meet* the requirements
Dyspepsiaand sick headache do not reenrine a soft and brilliant
hardly supply the need. Yet manv seek turn to those who have used Great German of the rationalmedical philosophy which at present
Complexion, no matter how
prevails.
It
ia
a
perfectly
pure
vegetable
remedy,
nothing further than housework.Justly Hop Bitters. Sold by all dru^giats.
embracingthe three important propertiesof a prepoor it may naturally bo.
enough, half these get nothing more.
A party advertises for a servant who ventive, t tonic and an alterative.It fortifies the
Hagan’s Maanolia Balm is a
aoA 8, 10, 12, 1C, ». 25 and 30 Horae
The other half, surprisedabove meas- must bleep on the premises. An e.x-police- body against disease, invigoratesand revitalizes the
ure, obtain more than they sought. man or a private watchman might fill the torpid stomach and liver, aud effectss salutary
delicate and harmless artichange in the entire system.
Their wives surprise them by giving a bill
cle, which instantly removes
most Practical Straw-Burning
A Happy Wife.
nobler idea of marriage, and disclosin
For sale by all Druggists and Dealersgenerally.
Freckles, Tan. Redness, We make the
Engine in the World.
“My dear husband, I never slept so soundly
a treasury of courage, sympathy au
Roughness, Eruptions, Vul•MORPHINE HABTT.
as I do now, after using German Hop BitThe Popular Double Plnloa 4-\VI»oel WeoA*
love.
No pay till cored. Ten
ters. ” So d by all druggists.
gar
Flushings, etc., etc. 80
bury Ilorae-PowerReversible Dull Wheel.
years established, 1,00(1
Kuhn either way. Low or Illjrk Speed. Th*
cured. Htato case. Dr.
Whore Violins Are Made.
delicate
ana
natural
are
its
BEST Power made. Our* Fxclualvely.,
Marsh. Quincy, Mich.
Bow to destiny.One of these days des-
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SOMETHING
EVERY LADY

bitters

_

OUGHT to KNOW.

PORTABLE
TRACTION

STRAW-BURNIN3(J^*!ri)

SKID ENGINES!

tiny may be polite enough to re.urn the
called Mitten- compliment.

OPIUM

In one of the mountainous districtsof

Bavaria there is a town
wald, shut in by snow-clad peaks and
Ladies and sickly girin requiring a nondense forests, in which every yard is alcoholic gent’e stimulant, will find Brown’s
crossed by a labyrinthof ropes and Iron Bitter* beneficial.
poles, on which hundreds of violins
A lioness was recently sold at auction in
are hung up to dry. For a couple of LouisvilleJor #10. At this rate no family
centuries the entire industry of the need be without a Hones*.
.

.

town has been violin-making,for which
Fayetteville, Ark.— Rev. T. J. Reilly, says:
the surrounding forests produce the •I used Brown’s Iron Bittetsfor indigestion
tvist of materials. Men, women and and chills with entire ralifr'action."

AgentsKfSKSS;
and good uUry
Qweea CHr
Lady

ftelling

aklrt and UteeLlng iaeparten, eU.
Sample outfit free.
ty
Co.,Cm Jnnftti,0

AddteuOaeen
Saspcnder
Texas sod Arkansas,
price, long .rediL
i agricultural lands,
m, Cotton, Grasses,
hool*. churches aud

g^ssgifg

effects that its use is not
suspected by anybody.
No lady has the richt to
present a disfigured face in
society when the Magnolia
Balm is sold by all druggists
for 75 cents.

Do you

live

near Timber? If eo, buy oar

PORTABLE SAWMILL
ALL MACHINERY WARRANTED.
Write for Catalogw.

Cort*No(U>B

C.N.O.

tothtop^r.

**

IRtt

GEO. T. McGLURE,
W. d. 3.
ATOM

-D«4l«r la-*-

Ittioa.

CLOSING OUT SALE

Sewing Machines,

Oiap Intinf.

At Greatly Reduced Prices.

The mlisioDirjpreyed, hot the pnyer,

•ounded like no other prtyer erer

ed-

drened to the throoe, of the Almighty.
Itoooteined noencomlama on the splen-

Wheeler & Wilson, Singsr,
I desire to

dor of Dirlne attributes; no petitionsIn

commend; no

the tone of

and the White,

orisons for dis-

_ _

greatly reduced

or objects; no implied
Ktog of all Bewinx Machines and the best in
instructionses to the administration of the the world.

tent pieces, times

•

gorernment of the universe. It related

Also agent for

exclusively to the present people and the
hour;

it

was

naked

tie cry of the

and

soul,

then did

CLorma,

Pease, Krannach & Bach,

water of heavenly life.
till

My

my

will sell

entire stock at

\

. r:, >

stock of goods consists of a full line of

Weber, Fischer, Decker & Son,

that soul was a beggar for the bread and

He ceased, and not

prices.

change my business and

fumishhig

gents’

hats &

goods,

I be-

come conscious of weeping. I looked
around through my tears and saw a hun-

CAPS, BOOTS & SHOES,

DRY

GOODS, GROCERIES,

-•-And the-—
dred faces wet with rain.

“Now, my

friends, partake of God’s

and then come and

gift at the table,

Tailor & Fallow,

Gospel.”
be Impossibleto describe the

to His

sweet tone of kindness in which these sim-

words were uttered, and made him on

ple

the instant 600 friends. One heart, how-

Please call, examine goods, and ascertain prices
and terms before purchasingelsewhere.
GEO. T. McGLURE,
the evidences of the preacher’s wondertul
Cor. of Eleventhand Rlvsr streets,
powers. Colonel Watt Foeman exclaimed
Holland, Mich.
in a sneering voice: “Mr. Paul Denton,

was maddened by

ever, in the assembly

17-ly

your reverence has lied.
not only

Where is

You promised us

good barbecue, but better liquor.

a

your liquor?”N

“There!” answered the missionary in

Estate: Six hundred and
thirty-nine acres of timbered land seven miles north of this city,
twenty acres of improved land on the south side of sixteenth street,
three houses and lots, a saw mill, and three lots in this city, and an
improved farm of 1651 acres three miles west of the city, on the
road to Macatawa Park. Call and see me and obtain good bargains.

CENTRAL EL

o l

less finger at the Double Spring, gushing

up in two strong columns, from

the

earth. ‘There!” he repeated,

of the

is

actually trembled at his feet

the liquid which

Kremers & Bangs,
Specialties^-

God

;

“there

the Eternal

Pure Drugs,

brews

for all His children.

“Not
ing

simmering

in the

fires,

still,

It

Hi

MAM

UNAOQUAINTID WITH TH1 OKOORAPHY OF TMIt OOUMTtV, WILL
til MY KXAMNINQ THIt MAP, THAT TH«

TOILET SOAPS,
DRUGGIST’S SUNDRIES,
PAINTS, WHITE LEAD,
LINSEED, LARD, CASTOR,

Father in Heaven prepare the precious
essence of life, pure, cold water. But in
the green glade and grassy dell, where the

MACHINE OILS, ETC., .

red deer wanders and child loves to play,
it,

WHO

PERFUMERY,

ing odors and rank corruption, doth your

1

and down,

the fountainsmurmur and the rills sing;

PARIS GREEN,

and high upon the mountain tops, where

warranted strictly pure.

down

‘dealer in—*—

BRUSHES,

choked with poisonous gases,

there God Himself brews

WYKHUYSEN

H.

PATENT MEDICINES,

over smok-

and surroundedwith the stench of sicken

low

nsr

*

with a look terrible as lightning, while his

enemy

_

H-A-E^RIETO-TOlSr,
h
l a
u, mich.

vT-

DBTO STORE,

tones of thunder, and pointing his motion-

bosom

:

also desire to sell the following Real

I

would

It

ETC.

SHINGLES, LATH, ETC.,

Estey, Chase,

listen

in the deepest valleys, where

the ifaked granite glitterslike gold in the

We

sun; where the hurricane howls music;
where big waves roar the chorus, sweep-

life,

famous

“TansiTs Punch” Cigar.

ing the march of God, — there He brews it,
that beverage of

are sole agents for the

health-giving water.

WINES & LIQUORS

(To be Continued.)

Watches, Clocks,

for Medicinal use.

Avoid by

means the use of calomel

all

Jewelry,

etc., ’etc.

Physician’s prescriptionsand family

complaints. Ayer’s Cathartic recipes accurately prepared.
compounded entirely of vegetable inKREMERS &

for bilious
Pills,

gredients,have been tested for forty years

and

aia

acknowledged

to

be the

Holland, Mich., May

I keep a full line ot Spectacle!, which are the
beat in the market.

BANGS.

26th, ’83 16-ly.

rem-

best

Prompt attention given to repairing.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific R'y,

edy ever devised for torpidity of the liver,
costtveness, and all derangements of the

No trouble to show goods.

dgestiveapparatus.

Watches and

While the Legislature was in session in
two members of the Senate drove

Austin

out in a buggy. While driving through the
suburbs a

nigger ran out and caught

little

The

on behind.

sold below Giand^Rapidaprices.

yeHTRyNNlHe

GIVE

was going up a
was bad, so, when

vehicle

steep hill, and the road

one of the Senators perceived the

key, he hit him with the whip and called
out:

“You black little rascal! Don’t you see
there are two of us in the buggy already!”

Hollahd, Mich., July

new Home
SIMPLE

Jim. “You are

my fault that I run
“Whose fault is it, then ?”

“It’s their
stand
.

still

own

ruu-

run after them so

I

them.”

I

wouldn’t

afraid you are not doing

formationapply

ED.

VER SCHUR|;,

slanting platform.

sits

upon a

Jim Snivers greased

the legs of the teacher’s chair, and as he
sat

down he and

platform and

fell

the chair slid
about

off the

six feet, with the

him, and he nearly killed
himself. When he found out that it was
Jim Snivers who did it, he whipped Jim,
and told him that, except roe, he was the

chair on top of

worst boy in school
for it

it,
I

did

it

;

but he didn’t deserve

wasn’t Jim that fixed the

chair.

Jim

did

W'—

Texas Siftings.

eH?

•SEWING MACHIHE CO-

the

least pretentious

of the Pacific coast millioDaires. He lives
at

Nevada,

Cal., dresses like a laborer and

30 UNION SQUARE. NEW YORK

CHICAGO,

)!

_

------- -ORANGE, MASS.
and ATLANTA. QA.
FOR SA L E BY
ILL.*

4

Meyers, Brouwer

&

Co.

FURNITURE

to

COFFINS

HOLLAND, MICH.

handles a pick all day long. “One day
not. life Is sweeping by, go and
dare before you die, something
work near my house at Fruitvale when an
mighty and snbllrae leave behind to conquer time.” 60 aIrishman came along the street, and, seeweek In yonr own town. $6ont.lit free. No risk. Everything
ing
there, jammed his face against
new. Capital not required.We will famish von
the pickets of the fence and called out everything.Many are making fortunes.Ladlea
make as much as men, and boya and girls make
eamioualy: 'Soy, Pat, can’t yees ihlip into great
pay. Reader, if yon want bnslneaa at which
job
can make great pay ail the time, write for
the kitchen without missus seein’ uv yeez
grtealan to JL BALLKTT A 00., FwtjyjL
ana git me » bit of bread?’ ”
last

summer,” he says, “I was doing some

me

NARROW

REST

ESCAPE,

LECTDRE TO YOUNG
On the Loss of

MEN

Qen'l T'k’t A Paes’r Ag’t,

H. BOOUSTE,

MANHOOD

A Lecture on the Nature, Treatment
Stone in the Blad- and redlcal cure of Seminal Weakness, or Spermatorrhma Induced by self-Abnae, Involuntary
ber— Large Stones Retpoved by Ken
Emission!, m potency, Nervons Debility,and Imnedy’s Favorite Remedy.

MarvellousCure

of

The oldest’establishcdStable in the city.

I

From

DEALERS IN

CrrinGowell is

....

CHICAGO.

Supt.

A

fmyself, and only made the teacher

believe that

JOHN,

E. 8T.

Vloe-Pres't A Oen’l Manager,

or to G. Van Putten & Sons’ store.

me.”
did he say!”

R.R. CABLE,

lo Fixter’s Stave Factory.

only yesterday that the teacher took to

“Well, you see the teacher

A New and Direct Line, via Seneca and Kankakee, has recently been opened,
between Newport News, Richmond, Cincinnati, Indianapolis and La Fayette,
and Council Bluffs, Bt. Paul, Minneapolisand Intermediate points.
All Through Passengers carried on Fast Express Trains.
For mors detailed Information, see Maps and Folder*,which may be obtained, at
well as Ticket, at all principal Ticket OfficesIn ths United States and Canada, or of

For making contractsor further in-

“You are mistakeo, pa. I am Improving very much in my behavior. It was

“What

ALBERT LEA ROUTE.

Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.
Bolts, 80 inches long.
Elm Stave Bolts, 33 inches long.
Black Ash Stave Bolts, 83 inches long.
Black Ash Heading Bolts 88 inches long.
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.

White Ash Stave

very well at school.”

flattering

It Is familiarlycalled, offers to travelers all the advantages and comforts
Incident to a smooth track, safs bridges, Union Depots at all connecting points*
Fast Bxpress Trains, composed of COMMODIOUS, WILL VBNTILATKD, WILL
HKATKD, FINKLY UPHOLSTIRKD and KLKQANT DAY OOAOHKS | a Una of the
MOST MAONIFICKNT HORTON RECLININGCHAIR OARS ever built | PULLMAN’S
latest designed and handsomest PALAOf SLKBPINQ OARS, and DINING CARS
that are acknowledged by press and people to be the FINEST RUN UPON ANY
ROAD IN THE COUNTRY, and In which superior meals srs served to travelersat
the low rate of SEVENTY-FIVECENTS EACH.
THRU TRAINS each way between CHICAGO and the MISSOURI RIVER.
TWO TRAINS each way between OHICAOO and MINNEAPOLIS and 8T. PAUL,
via the famous

As

Oak

much!”

am

24-ly

We will buy all the Stave and Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
round, viz:

fault. If they would

could catch up,

so I

“Johnny,

after

1882.

Woodsmen,

ning after every girl in town.”
“It’a not

.

WYKHUYSEN.

Farmers and

a nice life you lead,” said Sena-

tor Fair to his son

20,

The
“CREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,”

CALL.

ATTENTION

—Texas Siftings.
“That’s

ME A
H.

dar-

little

Clocks*

Bolng tho Croat Contra! Una, affords to travelers,by reason of Its unrivaled geographical position,the ahorteet and beet route between the Baat, Northeastand
Southeast, and the Weet, Northwest and Southwest.
It Is literallyand etrlctly tnia, that Its connectionsare all of the principallines
of road between the Atlantlo and the Pacific.
By Its main Una and branches It reaches Chicago, Joliet, Peoria, Ottawa,
La Salle, Oeneeeo, Moline and Rook Island, In Illinois| Davenport, Muscatine,
Washington, Keokuk, Knoxville,Oskaloosa, Fairfield, Dee Molnee, Weet Liberty,
Iowa City, Atlantlo, Avooa, Audubon, Harlan, Guthrie Center and Council Bluffs,
In Iowa i Gallatin, Trenton,Cameron and Kansae City, In Missouri, and Leavenworth and Atohlaon In Kansas, and t»\e hundreds of cities, villagesand town|
Intermediate.
-

the

FlUtfitldIMast.) Eaole.

Stone in the Bladder Is a very dangerous ailment;
but many most remarkablecures have of late been
wrought by “Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy”— the
Invention of Dr. Kennedy of Rondout.N. Y. Another striking case Is now added to1^ the list. Mr.
Peter Lawler, of Dalton, Mass., states in a letter
to Dr. Kennedy that he had been troubledwith
bladder comnlalnt for 14 years, and had consulted
at differenttimes seven physicians; but nothing
beyond temporary allayment of the pain had been
worked. Towards the end ol last January Mr.
Lawler called on Dr. Kennedy. Sounding him the
doctor “struck stone.” He decided that Mr. Lawler should firsttry the “Favorite Remedy,”so as,
If possible,to avoid an operation. And here is the
remarkable result: “Dear Doctor Kennedy— The
day after I came home I passed two gravel stones,
and am doing nicely now. If you would like to
sec the stones I will send them to you,” This letter bears date “Dalton. Mass., Feb. 6th,” and is
signed “Peter Lawler.” The stones, which are so
large as to warrant for “Kennedy’sFavorite Remedy” the claim that It is the most successful specific for Stbbe yet discovered, are now In Dr. Kennedy’s possession.Incidentally Mr. Lawler also
states that the “FavoriteRemedy” at the same
time cured him of a stuborn case of Rheumatism
and it Is a fact that In all affectionsarising ont of
disorder of ths liver or urinary organs it is a searching remedy and works marvellousbenefits. It is
in itself almost a medldnechsst. Order Hof your
druggist.Price fil.OO a bottle.
;

Oil

Market

Street,

near Eighth.

author of the “Green Book,” Ac.
I have the newest and best HEAHSE In this
The world-renowned author, !n this admirable
Lecture, clearlyproves from hln own experience city, with the finest horses and carriagesfor funeral
that the awful conscquenceaof Self-Abusemay purposes, which I will furniah]
be effectually removed without dangcrons surgical
operations, bougies,Instruments, rings or cordials; pointing out a mode of care at once certain

and effectual, by which every sufferer, no matter
what his conditionmay be, may cure himself

as cheap, If not cheaper

cheaply, privately and radically. This lecture will than any party in this city.
prove a boon to thousands and thousands.
Sent under seal, in.a plain envelope,to any adHoi.laxd, July 28th, 1882.
dress, post paid, on receiptof six cents or two
postage stamps- Address

THE CU VERWRLL MEDICAL CO„

41 Ann St., N w

York

N. Y.; PostofflceBox 450.

A week made at home by the Industrious.Best businessnow before the public. Capital not needed. Wo will start yon: Men
women, boys and glrla wantet
everywhereto work for na. Now
is the time. Ton can work in spare time, or give
yonr whole time to the bosinesa.No other business will pay yon nearly aa well. No one can fall
to make enormous pay, by engaging at once.
Costly outfit and terms free. Money made fact,
eaally, and honorably. Addresa TRUE A COAuguata,
41-Iy

$72

Maine.

H. BOONE.
25-1 f

people arc always oh tho lookout
for changes to Increasetheir
earnings, and in time become
wealthy ; those who do not 1m
iproye their opportunitiesremain In poverty. We offer a

WISE

great -chanceto make money. We want many
men, women, boys and girls to work for ns In their
own localities.Any one can do tho work properly
from the first start. The business will pay more
than ten times ordinary wages. Expensiveontfits
furnished free. No one who engagesfalls to make,
money rapidly. You can devote your whole time
to the work, or only your spars moments. Full information and alltkatianeeded aeatfree.Address
STINSON A CO., Portland,
48-lj

Maine.

